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COMMENT

Amonth into the third quarter, a flickering of light is
beaconing for the world wide economy, as we all
struggle to make it through to what has been

arguably one of the toughest moments in history of the
economical modern  world, enhanced by the events of
September 11th 2001, which rendered a heavy toll on the
quivering financial resources of an already fragile economy.  

Amajor factor not much reported on, was that aside
from the incomparable loss of human life which
cannot be levied on a financial graph. The World

Trade Center, represented tens of thousands of  independent
businesses worldwide that overnight simply disappeared.
The fallout of these ten of thousands of independent
companies, has been a major factor in the recovery of the
world’s economy because they were the ‘hidden factors’ not
so immediately visible on the stage was taken the Enron’s,
Global Crossing and the like.

At the recent MIPCOM market thousands of
independent film and TV companies, the ‘hidden
factor’ in the entertainment world, saw the flickering

of the light at the end the tunnel. Several sellers and buyers
canvassed acknowledged  that there was at long last
movement in the buying and selling of filmed product.
Whilst the major companies with more to offer and more
muscle to harness the ups and downs obviously have
continued to do business, all the independents in film and
television spoke of a peaked desire to conduct real business,
and in  some instances very good business traded on the
MIPCOM floors. That is welcome news for everyone,  even
though there is still a long way to go  in the struggle for any
semblance of ‘good healthy balance sheets’. For some, the
struggle is deeper based on their own individual
circumstances, but the collective will of the entrepreneurs
world wide is striking small flames, and for all companies,
no matter how big or small the struggle, that is a welcome
light.

The theme of our main feature “In Facing a Clear and
Present Danger Are We Equal To The Sum Of All
Fears”, is an analysis of the financial landscape the

industry finds itself in.   Since its  inception The Business
Of Film has championed for the independent and the

independence of creativity and free thought, unencumbered
by  restraints put on our individual freedoms by a society so
corrupt in its overall working that the good deeds of
millions are overlooked to the embellishment of sensational
pulp. 

In the home and  in  theatres, audiences are turning away
from films and programming without underlying
substance.  Conversely and perversely, as the majority of

the audience begins to flee and tune into programming from
Discovery, A& E and other programming with ‘substance,’
the major networks continue to  regurgitate bland
programming and compete for the lowest common
denominator in the  ‘pulp ratings’ oblivious to the  potential
ultimate destruction such actions poses for both the system
and society as a whole.

The majors with the distribution machinery gallop
along, but they too in this new cycle will have to
rethink strategy and look to enhance a stronger degree

of substance. ‘Substance”,  is  not a matter of intellectuality
but  simply, as My Fat Greek Wedding has proved,  those
positive elements that touch every human being, no matter
what race, religion, or color. Only the creative free spirit of
‘an independent mind’ can produce the simplicity of such a
complicated plot as the human heart. Why ? Because an
independent mind dares to venture to be just that: simple.
The major companies, in their quest to meet all the financial
criteria necessary to serve a voluminous bottom line and
apply careful analysis  to the balance sheet to meet all those
goals, somehow in the mix, lose the element and quality of
plain simplicity.  

The film business has been through this cycle of where
to find ‘the money’, and ‘money is out there’ before.
We believe this issue’s main feature, will give some

insights into areas not yet fully explored. To every individual
and company that has braved the storm and is ‘still standing’
and  still facing the challenge, and difficulties we all face
with a positive and creative approach to doing deals and
business, we wish you all a good MIFED. Where a creative
business approach coupled  is with willingness for flexibility
on both sides, the outcome will be a great market for buyers
and sellers alike. 

A Flicker of Light &
Positive Vibrations
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Worth Exposing Hollywood 
Photographic Exibition In London

An Initiative From Chiesa Di Palma & Cicutto Results
In Rome Hosting The European Film Awards 2002

From an initative by Adriana Chiesa
Di Palma and Robert Cicutto, the
European Film Awards  2002 will be
hosted  by the Comune di Roma and
its Mayor Walter Veltroni, in Rome
on December 6th and 7th..  In April
2002, European Film Awards Board
members Adriana Chiesa, di Palma
Roberto Cicutto and Nik Powell,
Marion Doring and Gisela Corsten
from the EFA secretariat, EFA
producer Sarah Henderson, of DDA
Productions the producers of the
event, and Italian filmmakers
Francesco Martinotti, Mario
Monicelli, Giuseppe Piccioni, Gillo
Pontevcorvo, Francesco Rosi,
Pasquale Scimeca, Ettore Scola and
Silvio Soldini, met  at Chiesa Di
Palma’s  home to develop ideas for
the conference programme in
conjunction with the European Film
Awards. With the support of  the
Municipality of Rome, the Ministry
of Cultural Heritage and Cinecitta
Holdings,  the Awards will take place

at the  newly  constructed Sala 1200
of the Auditorium at the Parco Della
Musica. RAI 2 the Italian
broadcaster will air the event live on
the night.  The Awards are annually
supported by the Media Programme
of the European Union and
produced under the auspices of the
European Film Academy. The
European Film Academy will hold
its annual EFA conference on the
morning of the Awards, which will -
at the initiative of several Italian
film directors including Citto
Masselli, Francesco Martinotti,
Mario Monicelli, Giuseppe
Piccioni, Gillo Pontecorvo,
Francesco Rosi, Pasquale Scimeca,
Ettore Scola, and Silvio Soldini – be
dedicated to the theme of Film
Education At School. The
conference’s aim is to encourage
European Ministers of Culture and
of Education to develop an agenda
for the implementation of a pan-
European curriculum for film

education with the same status as
that granted to arts and literature.
European filmmakers will debate
their ideas and proposals for
educating the new generation of
cinema-goers in finding the right
and meaningful paths through the
jungle of moving images and virtual
worlds.  Experts from a number of
European countries will report on
the circumstances in their own
territories and present the training
programmes which have been
developed. 
Rome’s Mayor, Walter Veltroni,
said: “This city, Rome, which is a
main capital of Culture and of
Cinema, has been able to generate
beauty through millenniums,
feeding different creativities.
Hosting European Film Awards,
Rome becomes even more a place
that unites different countries and
different cultures, the speeding
engine of a new awareness of being
part of a wider community that goes

beyond the national edges and finds
in Cinema one of its most beautiful
synthesis”.
European film Academy President,
Wim Wenders added his comments
on the Awards taking place in Rome:
“We owe a lot to this city and its
cinematic inspiration.  There surely
is no better place to celebrate the
best achievements in European
cinema in 2002.  The city of Rome –
on the weekend of 6th and 7th
December – will be an extraordinary
meeting place for the international
film industry and its creative
protagonists.” The European Film
Awards celebrates the excellence
and diversity of European cinema.
The event takes place every second
year in Berlin, where the Academy
is based, and  is  presented every
other year in an alternative
European city. 
The Academy voting members
number some 1500 film-makers
across Europe. Current members
of the board include Wim
Wenders President, Adriana
Cheisa  Di  Palma Italy, Roberto
Cicutto Italy. Vibeke Windelov
Denmark, Sir Ben Kingsley
Honorary Board Member, Morion
Doring EFA Director. The
presentation of the European film
Awards is independently financed
outside of the Academy. The
2002 Ceremony in Rome will be
produced on behalf of the
European Film Academy by the
UK-based producers, DDA
Productions, and executive
produced in Rome by Zone
Attive.
Since 1997, EFA has contracted
DDA Productions Ltd., as exclusive
producers of the Awards Ceremony
and its international broadcast on TV.

Frank Worth’s collection of 10,000
photographs taken between 1939
and 1964 gives a rare insight into a
world previously inaccessible to the
public. Thought to have been lost,
Worth Exposing Hollywood
Photographic Exhibition opened in
London on October 24th.  The
exibition,  in association with TCM
(Turner Classic Movies) and The

Diamond Trading Company,
illustrates the intimacy of his
relationships with Hollywood’s
greatest legends including Grace
Kelly, Cary Grant, Frank Sinatra,
James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and
Elizabeth Taylor in relaxed and
unusual poses. In addition to its
exhibition sponsorship and as a
tribute to the work of Frank Worth,

TCM aired a season of films
featuring the stars who were the
subjects of Worth’s photographs
every Tuesday in October. The line-
up includes Giant starring
Elizabeth Taylor, James Dean and
Rock Hudson, and The Prince and
The Showgirl starring Marilyn
Monroe and Laurence Olivier. 
Christies have described the Frank

Worth Collection as ‘The most
extraordinary collection of its kind
for the past fifty years’. The
exhibition opened on 24th October
2002 and runs until 23rd November
at The 20th Century Theatre,
Notting Hill in London. On the
opening night, Steven Fry hosted a
charity auction in aid of The
Children Wish Foundation. 

L-R: Gillo Pontecorvo, Francesco Martinotti, Gisela Corsten, Adriana Chiesa Di Palma,
Nick Powell (President EFA), Marion Doring (Director EFA), Mario Monicelli, Ettore Scola,

Pasquale Scimeca, Citto Maselli and Silvio Soldini
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Lilli Tyc-Holm
To Receive The

Federal German
Service Cross

Since 1959, Lilli Tyc-Holm has
devoted her energies to the
marketing and coproduction of
mainly European films for the
cinema.  Since 1969, she has been
the owner and managing director
of the marketing company Cine-
International. Recently, Johannes
Rau, President of the Federal
Republic of Germany, honoured
Lilli Tyc Holm one of the most
dedicated ambassadors of German
Cinema with the award of the
Bundesverdienstkreuz (Federal
German Service Cross). Cine-
International, based in Schwabing,
Munich, emerged from the UFA
Group (Universum Film) in 1969.
With the dissolution of UFA-
International, the entire stock of
films was transferred to Lilli Tyc-
Holm and her newly founded
Cine-International company for
international marketing and
distribution.  Today, the
company’s  business activities
include the acquisition of film
licenses and commercial rights for
cinema, video and television, the
marketing of high-quality cinema
films, TV movies, series and

documentaries, and the
organization of German
participation in international
coproductions.
In the course of her involvement in
the film industry, Lilli Tyc-Holm has
established extensive contacts with
business partners in Europe, the US
and Asia.  The Cine-International film
library contains over 400
productions; its catalogue of titles
reads like a who’s who of European
cinema including movies by directors
Volker Schlondorff, Werner Herzog,
Bernhard Wicki, Liv Ullman and
Agnieszka Holland. The company
also markets the works of Bavarian
filmmakers Joseph Vilsmaier, Wolf
Gaudlitz and Hardy Martins. In July
2002, Bavarian premiere Edmund
Stoiber also honoured a number of
people from the film industry with
the award of the Bayerischer
Verdienstorden (Bavarian Service
Order).
The date of the official awarding of
the Federal German Service Cross
(Bundesverdienstkreuz)  to Lilli Tyc
Holm by Bavarian Minister Erwin
Huber in Munich was not available
at the time of going to press.

PRODUCT PROFILE MIFED 2002
The Way Home Available From CJ ENTERTAINMENT

Drawing Dreams
Dante Ferretti Exibition

The work of Dante Ferretti, who
has garnered  a total of six
Academy Award nominations in
the Art Direction and Costume
Design categories, is the  focus of
an extensive new exhibition in the
Grand Lobby and Fourth Floor
Galleries at the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
which began  October 25 and runs
through Januray 5th 2003. 
Drawing Dreams  includes
original production drawings,
paintings and designs, costumes,
set photographs, scale models,
film clips and projections from
several of the films on which
Ferretti  has worked, including all

of the films for which he has
earned Academy Award
nominations in the Art Direction
category: The Adventures of
Baron Muchausen (1989),
Hamlet (1990), The Age of
Innocence (1993) . His work on
The Name of the Rose, Casino,
Meet Joe Black, Bringing Out
the Dead, Titus, and Gangs of
New York which was produced in
Italy by Cinecittà Holding, and
opens in the US December 20th,
will also be featured in the
exhibition.  The exibition is
presented in in association with
the Los Angeles County Museum
of Art Film Department.

Thai Film Festival 
Debuts In London

The Royal Thai Embassy (Office
of Commercial Affairs) debuts the
first UK  Thai Film  Festival 2002
which will be held at The Prince
Charles Cinema, Leicester Square
from November 28th to
December 5th. The festival will
show a range of 15 of the best
Thai films, encompassing
traditional and contemporary
films, across a range of genres
from comedy to horror. Titles
include comedy musical Monrak

Transistor (A Transistor Love
Story), Mehkong Full Moon
Party, Butterfly Man, Three,
Kunpan Legend of the Warlord
and Bangkok Haunted. The
festival  will also showcase two
of multi- award winning director
Nonzee Nimibutr’s features
including  the controversial
drama Jan Dara and his in-depth
look at Bangkok’s mafia
underworld in Dang Bireley And
The Young Gangsters.  

Lilli Tyc-Holm
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THE BUSINESS CHART FINANCIAL UPDATE
Monitor

TRACKING THE FLUCTUATION OF THE US DOLLAR AGAINST KEY CURRENCIES
Taking a base of $10,000, the figures below show the average rate for each of the currencies against the US dollar during
each of the years listed, the value of the currency on from 23 October 2002 and the percentage change in rate since The
Business of Film update on 23 September 2002. The graphic chart shows US$ to Euro. Source: Thomson Financial Datastream

1982
1990
2001
6 Feb 2002
1 April 2002

23 Sep 2002

23 Oct 2002

% Update

5,732
5,711
6,919
7,082
6,942

6,449

6,462

0.21%

2,489,000
1,494,000
1,113,200
1,335,750
1,334,600

1,237,750

1,241,600

0.31%

9,920
12,090
18,310
19,679
15,645

18,450

18,075

-2.03%

Pound
Sterling

Japanese
Yen

Australian
Dollar

23 Sep 2002

23 Oct 2002

% Update

122,065

123,220

0.95%

43,380

43,605

0.52%

48,390

48,325

-0.13%

S. Korea
Won

Thai
Baht

Indian
Rupee

7,5523

7,6127

0.80%

1,489

1,503

0.93%

9,2214

9,3885

1.81%

Danish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Swedish
Krona

750,800

735,850

-1.99%

10,360

10,007

-3.41%

3,550

3,877

9.21%

Chilean
Peso

Mexican
Peso

Brazilian
Real

24/10/02

DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT

0.84

0.86

0.88

0.90

0.92

0.94

0.96

0.98

1.00

1.02

US $ TO EURO SYNTHETIC (FTSE) - EXCHANGE RATE

HIGH 1.01 19/7/02, LOW 0.86 31/1/02, LAST 0.98 23/10/02 Source: DATASTREAM

Tracking the Euro - $US to Euro Dec.(2001) - Oct.(2002)

Since 1982, The Business Of Film has tracked the Pound Sterling,
French Franc, German Marc, Italian Lire, Spanish Peseta,
Japanese Yen and Australian Dollar.  The chart to the left shows the
value of the dollar against the 3 remaining currencies which are not
part of the EEC (The Euro).  The chart below shows 9 new
currencies we have introduced based on requests from our
subscribers.  On-line at www.thebusinessoffilm.com we will
continue to track the European currencies until they expire. Next
issue we will be introducing more currencies based on what our
readership has told us it needs.
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Distant Horizon  Strengthen
Asian Ties With Film Package

South African based Distant Horizon, the international film
financing, production and distribution company headed by
Anant Singh, continues to augment its profile in Asia with a
number of new acquisitions.
The multiple film packages across three Asian countries
represent both new directions for Distant Horizon, as well as
the continuation of established relationships. The company
acquired remake rights to famed Japanese horror-meister
Hideo Nakata’s Don’t Look Up; China Star’s Hong Kong
box office comedy hit, La Brassiere; and, Volcano High a
Korean martial arts comedy popular on the international film
festival circuit. The deal with Seoul-based Cinema Service
for Volcano High is a first for the company. However the
Nakata title marks the third Japanese pick-up for Distant
Horizon, and The La Brassiere deal with China Star sees the
continuation of a business relationship with the Hong Kong
based company. 
Anant Singh commented  “Of all the Nakata films I’ve seen,
this one and Ring are truly the most frightening.  Don’t Look
Up is the one that really gets under your skin.  And the subject
matter - which concerns a haunted piece of film - is a perfect
match-up for a Hollywood remake.” The Chinese language
original of La Brassiere was a hit for China Star and
directors Patrick Leung and Chan Hing-kai early in 2001.
The two companies have a long history of co-production and co-

operation on films such as Jet Li’s Black Mask, the upcoming
Black Mask 2 from Sony, and Zu Warriors, starring Zhang Zi
Yi, which Miramax will release in the US in 2003.
“We’re delighted to continue our longstanding partnership
with China Star,” said Brian Cox, who together with Asian
representative Richard Jeffery oversees the company’s Asian
activities.  On the acquisition of The Korean martial arts
comedy Volcano High, Anant Singh added, “The film is the
most original, new take on the martial arts genre since the
second wave of kung fu films that came out of Hong Kong.
This is a film that young Americans are going to love - it is
essentially their own urban high school experience set
against a martial arts backdrop”. Through Distant Horizon’s
partnership with Broadway Video, the company will bring
the hit Taiwanese franchise Thunder Force to the U.S.  The
franchise includes over 900 hours of TV programming, a
feature film, and innumerable licensing opportunities with
pre-existing comic books, toys, cards, board games and
games for CDR and other platforms. Distant Horizon broke
all box office records in South Africa this year with the
release of its African comedy, Mr. Bones.  Only Titanic has
grossed more. Among its current projects is I Capture the
Castle, a co-production with David Parfitt (Shakespeare In
Love), to be distributed in the U.S. by the Samuel Goldwyn
Company.

Maintaining Quality ACE Expands & Diversifies

American
World

Pictures
Premieres

Three
American World Pictures headed by
Mark L. Lester, premieres three newly
acquired films for the international
marketplace at MIFED. Chopin:
Desire for Love stars Danuta Stenka
and Piotr Adamczyk. The Academy
Award nominated  Jerzy Antczak wrote,
directed, and produced the film with
Pawel Rakowski. Stealing Candy, an
action and psychological thriller, is
directed by Mark L. Lester. The film
completed post-production and  stars
Coolio, Daniel Baldwin, Alex
McArthur and Jenya Lano. The
Anarchist Cookbook stars Gina
Phillips of Jeepers Creepers, Devon
Gummersal, Dylan Bruno, John Savage
and Katharin Towne. Olsson says of
The Anarchist Cookbook: “This is
very hip and sophisticated film and it
cranks. It’s a tight, well-crafted black
comedy that operates on a multitude of
levels, and we couldn’t be more excited
to be presenting this film and our other
premieres to the international
distributors at MIFED.”

Since its inception in 1990, Adriana Chiesa
Enterprise, headed by Adriana Chiesa Di Palma
has been renown for its commitment to top quality
European product. The company presents among
its line-up to international buyers at MIFED four
new films enjoying their first market screenings.
Two Friends won The Golden Lion of the Future,
and Truth and Lies was selected for the Official
Competition at the recent Venice Film Festival.
Embracing the diversification of the marketplace
over the past eighteen-months, the company has
expanded into various other areas of other quality
entertainment.  ACE now boasts divisions
covering Feature Films, Animation feature films,
Music, and its extensive European library. Its most
notable foray has been into the Music division,
with a distinct emphasis on the Mediterranean
culture, which includes top musical artists filmed
in historical venues all over Europe. ACE
represents an array of exceptional musical artists,
and the company has found an appetite via DVD
for the product, particularly in the Japan, France,
and the US.  Chiesa Di Palma  commented “We
are very proud to represent a broad spectrum of
European talent. Our philosophy regarding our
films has been to treat them as, in our view, they
should be treated, nurtured from pre production
through to distribution, with an emphasis on
following each individual film, as it is released in

each territory.  We believe our producers and
authors deserve a high level of commitment and
support for their product, to which they have in
some instances dedicated many years of their
lives.   Film festivals are an important outlet for

many of our films. The visibility at a festival is
something we actively encourage, as often this is a
valuable plus to the distribution of a movie in a
particular territory. Only by careful tracking are
we able to ensure each particular film gets the
exposure it deserves.”  Two years on since the
sensational success of Bread and Tulips, notably
in Germany, ACE is still actively following the
distribution in the few remaining territories. At the
recent MIPCOM (October in Cannes), musical
events and programming showed a marked
increase in sales, as outlets eager for quality
niche programming snapped up classical
programming. ACE is taking full advantage of
this increased interest in this area and expanding
its catalogue.  Chiesa Di Palma continued,  “The
quality of the musical programming is
exceptional.  Currently most of the events have
been shot in Italy, but over the next few months
we will include in our line-up events from other
European countries.” The company’s other
diversification has been their strong tie-up with
animation house Mondo TV (quoted on the
Italian Stock Exchange) a leading producer of
animation in Europe. The agreement calls for at
least one animation feature film per year, for
which ACE has the exclusive rights in all media.
The AFMA recently elected Adriana Chiesa Di
Palma to its Board of Directors. 

Adriana Chiesa Di Palma

www.thebusinessoffilm.com

• Film Companies One-Sheets • Affiliated Film Industry Sites
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At this MIFED gathering, increased
interest in alternative production sources,
such as films shot in Asia,  offering ‘ high
production value’ to projects at
significant cost savings, is one of the
‘next level’ of available resources to the
international production community.
Korean CJ Entertainment attends the
market with the object of increasing the
international community’s interest
particularly in Korean entertainment.
The company screens a number of
theatrical films from the region. “We

have a wealth of product to offer the
international marketplace from action to
comedy and drama.  The overseas
buyers have become so much more
sophisticated over the years, and as more
and more Korean films become hits
internationally, we are seeing greater
interest in our productions, “commented
Mark Yoon, Senior VP of Sales and
Acquisitions for CJ Entertainment.
Some of the films on offer include: 
Resurrection of the Little Match
Girl released in S Korea in September
2002 makes its market premiere
screening, as do Yesterday, directed
by Chung Yun Soo and budgeted at
$7million which was released in
Korea during the summer and  The
Way Home, the No.1 Korean box
office hit released in Korea earlier this
year. CJ Entertainment is a leading
entity in several segments of the
Korean entertainment landscape, and
a major shareholder in Dreamworks
SKG.  CJ Entertainment’s operations
encompass Korean motion picture
production and distribution,
Dreamworks’ film marketing and
distribution, home video marketing
and distribution, cable TV
programming, TV and cable sales,
consumer products licensing,
development of new entertainment
products, and operation of state-of-
the-art multiplex theatre facilities

CJ Entertainment
Showcases Korean
Talent At MIFED

DVD rental revenues  surpassed  $2
billion for the current year, and
continue to claim an ever-increasing
percentage of the home video rental
market. According to the Video
Software Dealers Association
(VSDA). VidTrac program -- the video
industry’s most accurate video rental
point-of-sale tracking technology,
which measures national consumer
video rental spending based on actual
rental transactions -- year-to-date
(weeks ending 1/6/02 - 9/29/02) DVD
rental revenues are $2.03 billion.
$4.12 billion was generated by VHS
rentals in 2002. DVDs accounted for
37% of all video rental revenues in the
third quarter. Year-to-date, DVD’s
share of the home video rental market
now stands at 33% -- up 18 percentage
points from the same period in 2001.

The DVD share of the video rental
market was 17% for the year 2001,
when total DVD rental revenues were
$1.4 billion, and was 7% for the year
2000, when total DVD rental revenues
were $569 million. More than 30% of
all U.S. televisions households now
have a DVD player. “The DVD rental
market is beginning to reflect DVD
hardware penetration rates,” said Brad
Hackley, Director of Research for
VSDA/VidTrac.  With more than 60%
of U.S. households yet to purchase a
DVD player, coupled with the fact that
last summer’s colossal box office slate
is moving into home video during the
holiday season, the fourth quarter
promises growth for both the rental
and sell-through markets.
2002 DVD rental revenues are on
track to be more than $1 billion above

last year’s $1.4 billion and to account
for close to 40% of the total video
rental market for the year.
“DVDs continue to contribute
significantly to the video rental market
and show unprecedented growth in an
otherwise sluggish economy,” stated
Bo Andersen President of VSDA.
“We believe this will be a strong
fourth quarter in the home video
market.”  He noted that 14 of the
fourth-quarter home-video releases
each have grossed more than $100
million at the domestic box office.  He
added, “There is a wealth of great
movies for consumers this quarter,
ensuring many hours of affordable,
quality entertainment.” Year-to-date
consumer spending on home video
rentals for the first three quarters of
2002 was $6.15 billion. This figure is

down 3.5% from the $6.37 billion
spent during the same period in 2001.
While year-end VHS rental revenues
are expected to fall short of last year’s
$7 billion mark, Hackley  cautioned
against dismissing the importance of
the VHS market. “VHS remains the
dominant rental format, and there are
approximately 60 million homes that
have a VCR but no DVD player. As a
result, demand for VHS rentals will
continue.”
Established in 1981, the Video
Software Dealers Association (VSDA)
is a not-for-profit international trade
association for the approximate $19
billion home entertainment industry.
VSDA represents over 1,700
companies throughout the United
States, Canada, and a dozen other
countries.

DVD Continues To Bolster Revenue Chain

PRODUCT PROFILE MIFED 2002
Gangs Of New York From MIRAMAX

Resurrection Of The 
Little Match Girl
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DGA & IPA Agree On
Low Budget Agreement

The Directors Guild of America (DGA)
headed by Martha Coolidge  and the
Independent Producers Association
(IPA)  headed by Pierre David have
negotiated a DGA-IPA Low Budget
Agreement. The new Low Budget
Agreement (LBA) can be applied to
productions with budgets up to $7
million, and is effective from
September 30, 2002 until August 30,
2005. The Agreement is structured in
four tiers: films produced for less than
$1 million; films with budgets greater
than $1 million and less than $2.5
million; films made for more than $2.5
million but less than $3.5 million; and
films produced for $3.5 million to $7
million. The previous LBA capped out
at $6 million. The new agreement
covers all films, except those primarily
financed by or developed  by a
television broadcaster or cable
company.  “We’re pleased that the IPA
and the Guild were able to work so
closely together to achieve this

agreement,” IPA Chairman Pierre
David said. “This agreement addresses
the major concerns independent
producers had with doing movies under
a DGA agreement. It demonstrates the
commitment of the IPAand the DGAto
bring production back to the U.S. and to
have more work done under a DGA
agreement.”
“The DGA and IPA spent over two
years coming up with a Low Budget
Agreement that is more beneficial to our
members and attractive to independent
producers,” DGA Western Executive
Director Bryan Unger said. “We believe
that the substantial modifications we’ve
made will make independent film
production easier both for DGA
members and for indie producers. The
new Agreement is more user-friendly
and addresses the conditions of the
independent film world as it exists
now.” To obtain a summary of the new
Low Budget Agreement, go to
www.dga.org.

AFMA Elects 2003 Board
The 2003 Board of Directors for
AFMA were elected at the
organization’s annual membership
meeting in late September. “The
year 2003 promises to be important
in the evolution of AFMA as we
strengthen our global coalition.  The
new Board possesses extraordinary
breadth of experience and depth of
knowledge of our industry, and I am
delighted AFMA will be so well
served,” said AFMA Chairman
Kathy Morgan. With  40 percent of
member companies  now
headquartered outside of the U.S, the
elections reflected a cross-section of
the independent film and television
industry. The new board  directors
from outside the U.S. are: Jane
Barclay, Capitol Films Limited (U.K.);
Adriana Chiesa di Palma, Adriana
Chiesa Enterprises (Italy); Nicole
Mackey, Signpost Films (U.K.);
Charlotte Mickie, Alliance Atlantis
(Canada); Michael Ryan, IAC Film &
Television (U.K.), and Alison
Thompson, Pathe International (U.K.).
Newly elected to a one-year term on
the Board of Directors are: Ehud
Bleiberg, Dream Entertainment; Talaat
Captan, Green Communications;
Adriana Chiesa Di Palma, Adriana
Chiesa Enterprises, SRL; Charlotte
Mickie, Alliance Atlantis
Communications Corporation;

Michael Weiser, Modern
Entertainment. Reelected members to
the board  include: Roger Corman,
New Concorde International Pierre
David, World International Network,
LLC; Jere Hausfater, Intermedia; Paul
Hertzberg, Cinetel Films, Inc; Brad
Krevoy, Motion Picture Corporation
of America; Avi Lerner, Nu  Image;
David Linde, Focus Features; and
Andrew Stevens, Franchise. Highly
regarded for her work during the first
two year tenure as Chairperson,  Kathy
Morgan, Chairman - Kathy Morgan
International was re-elected  for
another  two year term. AFMA is the
trade association representing 150
member companies from the U.S.,
Europe and Australasia of independent
distributors and producers of motion
pictures and television programming. 

Random Harvest Hitches
Porchlight For MIFED

Already licensed in Japan, South
Korea, Israel, Poland and Canada,  the
Anglo-Canadian co-production War
Bride from Random Harvest gets  a
theatrical release in the UK on
November 29th, 2002 through Miracle
Communications headed by Martin
Myers. Los Angeles based PorchLight
Entertainment  has been appointed as
the exclusive worldwide sales agent on
the remaining territories  by Random
Harvest’s joint Managing Directors,
Alistair Maclean-Clark and Tim Smith.
War Bride is directed by veteran US
director Lyndon Chubbuck and stars
Anna Friel, Molly Parker and Brenda
Fricker. Random Harvest’s joint
Managing Director, Alistair MacLean-
Clark said, “Garnering attention at a
number of festivals around the globe,
including the Heartland Film Festival
where the film was voted best film, we
expect this movie to continue to woo
audiences and look forward to working

with Michael and the team at
PorchLight to bring the film to those
audiences.” Random Harvest is a film
production marketing and financing
company that funds its movies partly
from private equity raised under the
UK’s Enterprise Investment Scheme
and partly from other tax funds.  In
addition to other production activites,
Random Harvest launched Four
Horsemen Films in February 2002 to
focus on genre productions targeted at
the 16-25 year-old core multiplex
market.  It expects to  produce 12
features over the next three years and
operate in tandem with the company’s
mainstream label Random Harvest
Pictures. Under an exclusive three-year
all-rights agreement, Buena Vista
International handles European
distribution of Four Horsemen films,
with the Overseas Filmgroup handling
sales in North America, South America,
Australasia and South East Asia.

Kathy Morgan
Re-elected AFMA Chair
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MIPCOM 2002 saw an increase in
attendance from Asian countries,
which started at MIP TV.  The global
village continues to take on a new
complexion as the world wide
movement of nationalities surge
forward and the appetite for filmed
material from their own regions
stimulates more cross fertilization of
product.  Backed by the government
of Egypt, 42% owned by the Egyptian
Radio & TV Unions (ERTU) and
private investors and banks, the
Egyptian Media Production City
made its first foray into the
international community at
MIPCOM, with the objective of
marketing the company and its
resources to the international
production community.  
Inaugurated five years ago, the project

was envisioned to be the “Hollywood
of the East. It is the largest company in
Egypt ‘s ‘Media Free Zone’ and is
located at Sixth of October City, 10 km
from the pyramids of Giza and 30 km
from downtown Cairo. 
Occupying an area of two million
square meters, three complex’s house
29 studios equipped with cutting-edge
technology, ten cinematic outdoor
shooting areas, a five-star hotel, a
conference center, theatres, cinemas, a
shopping mall, and an amusement
park.
Like most international production
facilities  where cost saving are the
crucial lure, at EMPC charges for both
editing and extras are significantly
lower. The facility employs 2000
industry professionals offering
technical and other support. 

The Hollywood
Of The Middle East

Discovery Program Sales, a unit of
Discovery Communications Inc.,
closed multiple deals to broadcast
buyers in Brazil, Mexico, Ecuador,
Spain, Ireland, the Czech Republic
and Lithuania,  representing  more
than 300 hours of programming at
MIPCOM. Joe Kennedy, Vice
President of Program Finance and
Distribution, Discovery
Communications, said, “This has
been a strong program sales market
for Discovery across all of our major
territories” Kennedy added, “In
addition to the response we’ve
received from broadcasters in Latin
America and Europe, we have had

very productive talks with clients
throughout Asia.” Discovery Program
Sales’ catalog contains more than
2,000 hours of high-quality,
nonfiction programming in the genres
of Science & Technology, Natural
History, Human Adventure, History
and World Cultures.
Discovery Communications, Inc. is
one of the leading global real-world
media and entertainment companies.
DCI has grown from its core property,
the Discovery Channel, first launched
in the United States in 1985, to current
global operations in more than 155
countries and territories with over 700
million cumulative subscribers. 

Discovery Hits 
300 Hour Mark

The two-day screenings event prior to
MIPCOM saw 433 buyers of
children’s programmes from 53
countries attend. Animation remains
the favorite category with the highest
number of screenings.
The overall figure represents the

largest contingent of children’s
programme buyers, a 19.3% increase
compared to last year’s 363 buyers. 
In the final tally, buyers from the
American continent represent the
largest increase in the overall number
of buyers (+54.8% compared to last
year), followed by the Asia Pacific
region (+40.5%), and Africa/Middle
East (+36.4%).

In all a total number of 685
programmes were presented at
MIPCOM Junior (-8% compared to
last year’s 758 programmes).
Programme buyers made 12,052
screenings, a 3.6% increase compared
to last year’s 11,634 screenings.  In
total  the statistics showed  166 seller
companies, 192 buyer companies, and
an overall number of 685 participants
from 53 countries. 

MIPCOM Junior Soars
Animation Again 

The Market Leader

PRODUCT PROFILE MIFED 2002
War Bride From PORCHLIGHT ENTERTAINMENT

Mr. Dink
Bardel Entertainment, Inc.

La Scala’s musical director, Riccardo Muti (above)
The established partnership between the Teatro alla Scala and Rai and
Rai Trade goes forward with a major initiative, which, with the
cooperation of TDK will produce live performances from La Scala.
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CinemaNow, Inc., an IP-based
video-on-demand (VOD)
distribution service, and Universal
Studios Pay-Per-View have agreed
to a four month test of delivering
first-run pay-per-view and library
titles on-demand via CinemaNow’s
VOD service web site,
www.cinemanow.com.
As part of the agreement,
CinemaNow will offer the films in
both streaming and download
formats. “Universal recognizes that
Internet video-on-demand is a
growing distribution platform for
feature films with increasing
demand and revenue potential,” said
Holly Leff-Pressman, senior vice
president of worldwide pay-per-
view and video-on-demand,
Universal Television Distribution.
“Working with CinemaNow allows
us to explore the demand for both the
downloading and streaming of our
content to an established audience
while testing the quality and security
of the environment.”  Titles to be
made available will include Big Fat
Liar, The Scorpion King, and
Brotherhood of the Wolf; all will

premiere  in November 2002. “For
the past three years we have been
perfecting our business, creating a
simplified interface for streaming
and downloading content, while
providing a technology that can
securely deliver any piece of content
on-demand in a financially viable
manner,” said Curt Marvis, CEO of
CinemaNow.  CinemaNow, Inc. the
leader in Internet video-on-demand
distribution and technology,
currently delivers nearly 2 million
video streams to approximately 1
million users per month.
The Company makes films
available via its Web site in both
streaming and download formats
and on a pay-per-view,
subscription, and ad-supported
basis. CinemaNow has also
developed PatchBay(TM), a
proprietary video-on-demand
content distribution and
management system which runs the
CinemaNow Web site and is
available as a licensable technology
solution. CinemaNow is majority
owned by Lions Gate Entertainment
(AMEX:LGF).

Universal Tests
Video On Demand

Epsylon VideoEnterprises and
Laser-Pacific Media Corporation
(Nasdaq:LPAC) announced that the
companies have entered into an
agreement to jointly develop a
system for the transmission of
digitized and encrypted motion
picture and television production
dailies over the internet. This
system will be able to operate
without the support of private
network fiber or the use of costly
“last mile” technology. Employing
Epsylon’s recently developed,
proprietary video player, the
Digital Dailies System uses its
motion wavelet codec to reduce
artifacts and deliver high quality
full screen and full motion images
at extremely low bit rates. While
initial use of the technology will be
exclusive to Laser-Pacific in North
America, future generations of the
system will be widely available. In
making the announcement, Laser-
Pacific Executive Vice President,
Leon Silverman, stated, “Epsylon

and Laser-Pacific look forward to
creating a solution to the challenge
of getting dailies virtually
anywhere in the world, securely
and with unprecedented quality and
cost effectiveness. The key is
Epsylon’s amazing video encoding
technology that allows for image
quality in file sizes that make the
use of either dial-up or DSL truly
practical, whereas in the past, a
private fiber or T1 connection  was
needed. 
The Epsylon System will be
compatible with both Windows
and Macintosh computers.”
Epsylon Video’s President and
CEO, Robert Spiotta noted,
“Epsylon is pleased to be working
with Laser-Pacific whose
technical acumen is widely
recognized within the Hollywood
community. It is our expectation
that the digital daily system
resulting from this collaboration
will become an industry standard.”

Digitized & Encrypted
For Production Dailies

Federal Hill Communications, a
leading provider of digital
entertainment for VOD platforms
worldwide, has signed an agreement
with LuxSAT International, a
European supplier of multimedia
services on demand. As part of the
new agreement, Federal Hill will
oversee the negotiation of VOD
rights to programming from major
Hollywood studios and will assist
LuxSAT International in developing
a strategic VOD content solution by

managing programming and rights
issues, as well as other ancillary
services. 

Established in 1993, Federal Hill
Communications is an independent
international firm specializing in the
licensing and delivery of digital
entertainment for the Video on
Demand (VOD) industry.  The
company clients include Technology
companies, Systems Integrators,
Cable Operators, Hotels and
Telephone Companies worldwide.

Federal Hill &
LuxSAT Sign

VOD Agreement

PRODUCT PROFILE MIFED 2002
The Virgin Of Liverpool From SENATOR INTERNATIONAL
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In Facing A Clear
& Present Danger
Are We Equal To

The Sum Of All Fears

Over the last few issues, The Business Of
Film has examined a number of key
issues affecting the international film

industry’s ability to access available finance
worldwide through a number of methods, sources,
and resources.  In the Cannes Film festival edition
we looked at SAGs Global Rule One (Can A
Modern Day Rome Adopt A Beautiful Mind?)
and its implications that potentially affect a
worldwide industry finding new ways to cost-
effectively fund productions. As the independent
community gathers at the annual MIFED market,
the world film finance market is awash with the
meltdown in corporate morality and the
uncertainties of life in the post September 11th

business climate.  The impact of these generic
economic influences makes up the gameplan of
maneuvers upon which film finance strategy is
compelled to venture into the labyrinths of ever
more creative solutions. 
In the following article using the Jack Ryan
character as our nemesis we look at the Clear and

Present Dangers that touch each facet of the
mission in the exploration of financing films from
pre-production through to release to the public.  
The overall challenge lies not only in finding new
solutions to old problems, but also in the ability to
adjust the industry business culture to quell- The
Sum of all Fears! 
Ultimate survival in this new paradigm requires
the active involvement of both producers and
investors in the Op Centers Techniques and
Analysis to solve the problems of a delicate and
intricate finance battlefield. In addition, the geo-
political situation the world finds itself in is
reflected in too many plays of self-interested
Patriot Games within the confines of cultural and

The current political, economical, and geo-political climate is particularly affecting ‘independents’ in every sector of industry.  As increasingly within our
society we question how the world has arrived at this crucial juncture, The Business Of Film questions where within the framework of the present global
economic climate there is optimism for the ‘oil of capital’ which fuels and lubricates film production and distribution worldwide.

Aerial shot from Wall Street (1983). Wall Street, the edifice of financial power nearly crumpled to its very 
core in 2001, rocked by the financial scandals of multi-national corporations at the highest levels.

a worldwide industry

finding new ways 

to cost-effectively 

fund productions
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THE LAY OF THE
FINANCIAL BATTLE FIELD

Independent filmmakers today could be
forgiven for thinking they are only men-
for-hire mercenaries, cut-loose rogue

operatives in a game of winner-take-all cultural
and financial power plays. Operatives who still
require the sanction of their respective industry
super powers to operate and to survive despite
the fact that their respective motivations
interests and aspirations are diametrically
opposed. 
As in the Tom Clancy novels, today
independents all need to be financial Jack Ryan
style operatives- able to master many skills and
adapt to playing many roles for many perverse
and increasingly hard masters.
In a world similar to Orwell’s fictional work
“1984,” all-powerful mega-corporations are
masters of this narrowly defined vertically
integrated media universe creating a system
entrenched as the industry norm.  A system that
pits each rogue operator against all others in a
let-them-eat-themselves-up game play worthy
of the most Machiavellian spy- master.

The survival and skill level required to crack
the fissures of the current climate is
considerable and equivalent to the alter ego
world of Jack Ryan, working to survive
between a rock and hard place in the narrowest
of gaps.  Finding the ability to turn the

economic imperatives of the system by playing
off the super power players to create new
windows of opportunity. 
In the following analysis we define the gaps
and nature of the imperatives that may be
twisted and reformulated, in what is a rigged
game, to illustrate that independents have an
edge in a brave new world.

THE CLEAR AND
PRESENT DANGER

Given that the battleground is about
money and the current industry angst
specifically concerns an inability to get

money, then it is a strange, if not ironic, twist that
the ‘dynamics of money’ in the business is so
misunderstood by insiders and outsiders alike. 
The most potent danger the industry faces is
the lack of a viable vibrant capital market
necessary to sustain production output and to
finance market growth in a multi-media market
place. Some will no doubt point to the capital
raising efforts of the majors and specifically to
the latest innovation offered by new kids on the
block DREAMWORKS SKG. A $1.5 US
Billion dollar spin based on future library
values as evidence of the financial health of the
industry. In the world’s capital markets, such
an assumption is not justified. The film
business is like all media enterprises under a
new focus in respect to issues of disclosure and
corporate governance. The new NYSE
compliance rules cast a new set of implications
on the nature of film industry dealings, ones
yet to be felt or adequately responded to. 

The global rule is that the majors enjoy defacto
financing courtesy of pride of place at the head
of table of the industry’s financial food chain.
Market dominance and financial clout are
formidable assets in any business. In this
business they do not alone provide absolute
protection from competition or complete
mitigation of business risk. The gaping hole
that faces the major players in their individual
business strategies is their own strength.
In the article Splits Rights Financing in a
Risk Averse World, AFM 2002, we explored
the nature of current corporate thinking. The
use of financial muscle and dominance to
control this business’s greatest assets-its
intellectual capital-is a strategy still open to
question. The divide and conquer modus
operandi of the majors is as much a strength as

it is a weakness. A weakness flowing from a
lack of ultimate control combined with an
inability to consistently encourage
development of the industry’s critical resource-
intellectual capital.
The current times are tough for independent
producers and all other free agent industry
participants as the world lacks one of life’s
most valued ingredients- certainties. 

THE REAL CAPITAL
IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

Independents can take heart in, and the
Majors should maintain a watching brief
over what is the real industry capital.

Know How along with creative ideas is the
‘capital’ of this business and money alone
will not always win the day. Increasingly,
the dumbing down of filmed entertainment
product together with a paucity of quality
productions makes the business vulnerable
to the consumer’s ultimate rejection. 
Recently, far too much money funded too
many bad ideas, and it is only the marketing
clout of combined vertically integrated media
resources that allowed many projects to claw
their way toward financial viability. The price
of such folly is, however, a long term one
coming in the form of an unseen cost. The
nature of that cost can be seen in every over-
marketed impoverished film that further
weakens the market by increasing consumer
skepticism and reducing susceptibility to future
overblown public relations assaults. The past
few years have seen attrition not only in
financial performance, but also in an
underlying inability to meet consumer
expectation in an increasingly overly populated
multi-media market place. 

The reality of the market place is that
directors, producers and
acknowledged talent, even with the

best professional pedigrees are now set adrift
in a sea of uncertainty. Some of even the best
names of the immediate past are finding,
while they are still much sought after,
Twilight Zone realities where they face a fall
out rate in project green-lighting markedly
increased compared to a decade ago. The

in the worlds capital markets
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national borders. Games played, we argue in the
lack of knowledge of the wider ripples of inter
relational fields of cause and effect creating the
inevitable boomerang for all players in the world
film market. The omnipresent system versus the
irrepressible individual thematic is mirrored in the
battle of substance over form, theme of the
previous articles. We explore and contrast the
increasingly intertwined influences seeking to
define the complexity of the Gordian knot choking
the independence out of the independent market
place. The current fragile economic climate is
tinged with an air of caution reflective of the
substance of the underlying risk profile. Rather
than death of the film finance market, the current
adversities present tunnels of light opening the
door to a new mature industry business culture.
While the collective risks are on the increase, their
inherent volatility presents for the knowing calm
and resolute vistas of new opportunity. 



industry and all players regardless of size
face both the risks and benefits of
misapplication of real industry capital found
in creative talent and expertise. 
In a past article the concept of WACCO
analysis was introduced, the former being an
acronym for the Weighted Average Cost of
Corporate Opportunistic behavior in a risk-
averse world.

Much like dinosaurs that didn’t adapt to the
new ice age, many industry players still
haven’t adapted to the current reality. Adapt
to what?  The factual actuality that separation
and delegation of parts of a green lighting
process through different hands is a
reoccurring death, or the financial malaise
known as over blown average negative cost. 
The majors, despite a new cost focus, are by
virtue of their own corporate structures
finding it harder to see through the maze of
their internal mechanisms to get to an optimal
financial performance level. The less

resourced find it even harder as they lack
both the muscle and the know how. Although
the industry is abuzz with new solutions (the
new UK tax deal, the Luxembourg and
Australian cash back tax credits), the best
practice utilization of these new sources and
operating strategies is  still handicapped by
the triumph of optimism over expertise and
experience. Hence, in a risk-averse world
many grasp at the right straws for the wrong
reasons. 

The glass that for many is full is for some of us
near to empty.  The lack of knowledge of
financial choice and strategy is a major factor
in the current market game play. A lack of
knowledge that kills many deals, even those of
the most erudite players affecting both the
films that do not get up and even more
perversely those that do get up that should not
have at the price of financial ineffectiveness
due to an inability to be optimally produced
and or distributed. 

THE CRUCIAL
CREDIBILITY FACTOR

In an increasingly frenetic world the
pressures of time and money mean that the
requirements of capital market credibility

have placed an over abundant reliance upon
projections. World Com, Enron, Global
Crossing and the most venerable names of
America’s corporate elite have created a
ground swell of collective disbelief in all
corporate credibility. 
The world’s investment markets have had a
rude wake-up call, and financing in the film
business specifically may be a casualty of a
new climate of financial caution and
skepticism. In the post World Com – Enron
capital marketplace the issue of credibility has
never been more in question. The appearance
of economic weakness masquerading as
impregnable strength is now a focal business
point. Worse, memories are short, and the most
dangerous way to do a film business deal lies in
assuming that the credibility of the participants
can be taken for granted.  Our analysis suggests
that the only way to proceed is to reverse
traditional business logic in play - logic whose
essence makes us more vulnerable rather than
less. 
In the past, thinking in relation to capital
market place assessment was all that was
required. The facts of past market place
conduct were sourced in a normal human
desire which sought comfort in things we know
and trust as a way of resigning our fears to
what we think is solid and believing in what we
think is real. Today there is an oppressive
counter reality in existence where all that we
think is solid and blue chip is proving to be the
least credible. The film business must grapple
with a market place reality that often sees the
greatest deceptions wrapped in the most
venerable of countenances. 
The nature of current deals speaks more of the
participants than the icy pristine credibility of
the reputations of the participants’ pedigrees.
To survive, credibility can only be assessed
and accepted by way of active vigilance
throughout the length and breadth of any deal.
What does the credibility issue mean to the
current film business deal making modus
operandi? Simply this: for the ingénue money
in film deals, the glamour over-reality lure of
the business has always been a staple part of
the smoke and mirrors used to finagle
investment dollars. 
The smoke in film deals can always be found in
the wrapping that obscures the economic
reality in play. The mirrors come in how the
deal makes things appear often in more than

the lack of knowledge

of financial choice and strategy 

is a major factor in the

current market game play

the appearance of economic

weakness masquerading 

as impregnable strength 

is now a focal business point

Taking advantage of available treaties. The Heart Of Me, is a BBC Films
Presentation, in association with Take 3, Isle of Man Film Commission and Pandora,
of an MP Prods. production (International sales: Pandora) Produced by Martin Pope.
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one place at the same time, or to not exist at all
despite being right in front of ones face. 
Currently to fight for the elements in film deal
creation and or assessment, the art of the
battlefield is too see through the smoke and
mirrors to find what is substantive and real.
The industry in 2002 and beyond can only
sustain itself to the degree that smoke and
mirrors can, along with substantive economic
substance, create sound investment business
appeal. There is a clear and present need to
create deals that can withstand ongoing market
scrutiny. 
The artifice employed in the film business craft
of smoke and mirrors relies on a veil of
ignorance.  Much as the impressive
legerdemain of any magician relies on the
skills of diversion and speed of hand, so it is in
the film business. Lack of knowledge
perpetrated under the cloak of ‘what they don’t
know can’t hurt us’ is part and parcel of film
industry mentality and business culture. An
inherent structure that relies on the fact that
those outside the business, and even many
within it, all to often do not understand the
rocket science involved in film industry law,
accounting, and economic reality. 
The culture is not one of undue suspicion
rather than one of informed progressive trust
by way of mutual transfer of full and frank
disclosures across a deal-making path. 

INVESTORS ON THE FLANK
POISED TO ENTER

WITH WAR CHESTS OF
AVAILABLE FINANCE

The film business itself created a
culture of financial risk deliberately
defined in twin towers of ignorance

and of turn-and-burn deal making. The
insurance and banking industries’
immediate past dealings in the area of
filmed entertainment finance are perfect
paragons to past film business attitudes.  In
a market place flush with cash combined
with a low interest rate environment, banks
and investors remain highly skeptical of the
film business and its peculiar business
quirks. Knowing they lack the know-how
as opposed to a recent past of costly
assumed knowledge driven losses, they
remain now overly cautious players.

The film business has a long-term track record
even over the venture capital industry of
finding and seducing the best and most cautious
and otherwise sensible of money. Will the new
climate of world financial caution, be able to
sustain the bad taste in the mouth from past
financial high jinx (as in shortfall insurance,
gap equity, tax shelter reversal) melt downs?
We believe long term survival post 2002,
however, cannot and never has come from such
short -term game plays. We assert the one
danger the industry faces today- the lack of
credibility-kneecaps every new deal play the
business evolves. The proof of this can be seen
in the lack of viable long-term players who
have tried to make a go of being “the money” in
the film business. 

REALITY COMES HOME
TO SHELTER IN THE

BUNKER OF CAUTION

T
he above trend we see as impacting
many deals in today’s filmed
entertainment finance market place. A

reality that flows from a number of
questionable pasts that have merged to create
the financial distortion inherent in today’s
battlefields - twisted deal forms supported by
unreal deal substance. Inevitably as reality

comes into focus, the markets respond - as in
World Com, Enron or Short Fall Film
Insurance - by jumping into overkill mode. The
business of film faces a highly complex global
market where financial pressures balanced
against creative imperatives make survival a
primary focus. No longer will any player, big
or small, be able to guarantee its survival or
bask in the security of past status or credibility.
Survival depends on mastery of new plays in
the dealscape of a newly cautious global
economy.

We are all aware of the following factors that
have manifested over the past two years.

• The market remains soft as the ability to
obtain presales continues to vanish, a
victim of the decline in industry infra
structure and financial health.

• Obtaining a US domestic pre sale remains
a thin-to-nonexistent chance for all but
premium products.

Asian-based production locations have geared up presence on the international scene.
The Bollywood Hollywood phenomenon based in northern India established a firm

presence on the international scene at the Cannes Film Festival 2002.
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• Germany, once a lifeline of independent
film finance, is no longer from a pre sale
standpoint a viable contributor to project
financing. The old days of a cornerstone
finance contribution from this territory are
gone. 

• Global distribution channels that were
formally good sources of money and
avenues for release are not what they once
were.

• In 2002 many distribution channels have
become blocked and ineffective. Distributors
are not as cashed-up as they used to be and
their sources of debt capital are tighter than
ever.  

• Foreign products coming from
independents face closed-down finance
portals normally available to independent
films due to a worldwide boom in local
production in many leading markets. 

• The boom of small budget films made
without the filter of international presales
to evidence underlying conceptual merit
created a flow of films that sank and died
in their own market place and rarely broke
out into the bigger and more viable
markets. Short term, the impact is that
local product takes dollars away from all
international products. 

• Output deals have locked-in product flows
in many markets giving assured release
slots to a precious few films often
regardless of merit. 

• The impact and resources of big-ticket
projects take up a lot of theatre space, and
there is very little room left for smaller less
well-resourced products. 

• The major players have a premium
distribution, place one which means that
even the best, most well-made and
watchable pictures from independents may
never see a local multiplex.

The market is in a sense dichotomously split
into two distinct sub groups. In one is the big
budget studio product well resourced and
slotted in prime release windows. In the other
lies a variety of product from the good to the
mediocre the fate of which depends on the
umbrellas of distribution and release resource
available. Most of this product is destined to
meet a financial future dependent on revenue
from ancillary sources alone. 
The thin finance formula of a poorly conceived
project with only one or two commercial
elements has created average to poor returns
for a lot of independents. This has led at the
studio- distributor level generally to an attitude
of conservative caution evidenced by a cherry-
picking approach to out-of-house product. 
The demand for good product is still there and
in the mid budget range precious little exits due
to an inability to finance such projects in soft
market conditions.
In reversal of all economic reason, the pipeline
approach slates releases by the rules of
economic power rather than those of true merit,

leading the film-going public to shun many
poorly contrived products, even those from the
best of homes. 
Poor market economics have led to a soft film
finance market and in turn such a market has
created poor product whose failure further
weakens the overall market’s economic profile. 

THE CURRENT NET
BATTLEFIELD PLAY

Major film finance lenders may still do
gap equity but only for players they
know can deliver in the after-market

sales arena sufficient to take out the gap. The
amount of the gaps being funded this way
reflect of the higher risks involved and
declined from the 40% to the 20% mark, and
then for only commercially viable players. The
merger of many financial institutions and/or
their withdrawl from the market has left fewer
providers of film industry finance. 
The decline of insurance-backed finance deals
has left many players stranded. The banks that
funded such deals are often as not still locked
in litigation as many insurance companies
reneged on claims. The litigation train has had
a bounce back effect on the industry as a whole
as the banks remain cautious of further
involvement per se. Sales agents and producers
who entered into side agreements relating to
financial outcomes of insurance deals are also
locked in the uncertainty of litigation land. 
The loss of shortfall insurance money that
filled the gap in softening the presales market
has put further pressure on the need to find
money. Adverse financial impacts on sales
agents have led to further weakening of
industry financial infrastructure
Even the favored children of the big players
have been kicked out of home to fend
themselves and are forced to seek funding to
get their films made. 

ACTION IN THE
CURRENT BATTLEFIELD

In our view the savvy independent should be
now if not already in the process of: utilizing
strong partners in multiple territories to

guarantee a better financial future for many
small to medium sized projects. The studios
themselves for their own products have not been

As co-production further matures, so does the level of international stories and themes.
The Boat Trip is a US / German Funded (IWP) co-production utilizing American talent.
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backward in coming forward in relation to such
arrangements.
Money needs to be sought from new waves of
co-financing and production deals that seek to
sow together money from multiple sources. The
combination of multi-national film production
for the purpose of cost-cutting strategy mixed
with cash from tax-back entitlement programs,
and/or cross-border full-on tax shelter equity
investment, circa Germany, Australia and now
the UK.
In a soft market where hard cash is shortcutting
costs and finding extra free cash is the name of the
strategic plan. This resulted in a boom in runaway
film production that reached a zenith in
2001/2002. The only blip on the horizon is the
potential impact of SAG’S Global Rule One (Can
a Modern Day Rome Adapt a Beautiful Mind?
Cannes 2002 edition)
This new SAG rule attempts to shut down such cost
saving and cash collection activity by forcing
productions back home to the US of A. The
misguided logic fails to appreciate that, but for such
cost saving and free of charge risk capital
contribution, overall world film production would
shrink.
The use of tax subsidy entitlements-such as those
in Canada, Australia, Iceland, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Ireland and the UK and those soon
to be legislated in Belgium & Italy-provide
valuable cash for shooting in the countries
concerned. All without having to sell rights or
having to give up any interests in the film either
real or illusory. The mixing of co-productions to
double-dip such incentives is the newest path to
redemption in this increasingly complex game. 

PAST TAX SHELTER
ABUSE POSES
A CLEAR & 

PRESENT THREAT

Currently the use and abuse of tax shelter
money is the latest danger signal to
show up on the film finance radar. The

threat of future shelter abuse promises to kill
this relatively new source of money. The law in
Germany has been tightened, and consequently
there will be more German co-producers but
less real co-production. In Australia mass-
marketed tax avoidance via investment in film
schemes was attacked and closed down with
investor tax liability ultimately settled out of
court. In Australian Tax Shelters How To Use
Them, The Business Of Film October, 2001, we
explored how the Australian Section 10 B deals
sank in the market due to patent unreality which
led ultimately to the denial of the underlying tax
status. The new Australian 12.5% tax incentive
is designed to remove the need for such shelter

money. As predicted, 10 B deals have found
new life as seen in the product ruling given
recently (May 2002) by The Australian Tax
Office in regard to the Lost World 3. In New
Zealand, mass-marketed schemes after some
aggressive use have been curtailed but can be
sensibly infiltrated. In the UK, Sale and
Leasebacks face the fire of advanced notice of
attack due to an increasingly aggressive market
use. The demise of television under this scheme
portends the increase of higher equity splits for
films above the traditional deal levels that to
date ran in the eight-ten percent level. 

The common thread of all tax shelter dealings
in the above mentioned countries has been
that over-use and abuse by non-real deals
have seen loopholes closed or reduced. The
use of tax transfer deals that simply split
taxes with investors for no real end in a
picture attract bad press and carry the
potential for the loopholes to be shut down.
This said, there is still much money in the
German funds and more it seems to flow from
the UK market from a variety of structures
from Sale and Lease back to investment
under the New Enterprise scheme. Australia
and New Zealand remain and will stay on
line, but the global seekers of finance need to
respect the structures, and as usual with
money from such sources, the bigger players
are as always at the front of the line. 
The main value to the independent smaller
players of these schemes, as well as raising of
cash for effectively no loss of ultimate return
in such arrangements is the support (with
other funding mechanisms) in enhancing the
credit statements of those involved.
The big players have a market advantage in
that they can cross-fund investors by the
flow-through underwriting of deal
performance using their own balance sheets.
Such underwriting ability means that projects
can be green lighted up front and cash back is
only a bonus that can live without if it doesn’t
happen- e.g. Moulin Rouge. 
The nature of tax shelter money is that the
market is either for production or distribution
orientated money. Production tax shelter
money is more useful than distribution

money as it forms a substitute for what is
effectively a negative pick up deal under a
vanilla studio PFD format.
Deals increasingly will become a mixture of
a number of financing elements that reflect
the global nature of the business. Tax
subsidies are a vital form of de-facto non-
encumbered gap equity in a hard market.  The
ability to co-finance deals internationally via
co-productions using mixtures of genuine gap
equity and debt finance combined with
presales and adequate release and distribution
strategies is critical to the viability of all film
entertainment product financing.
A film without adequate marketing funding
and an appropriate market and distribution
release strategy should not be made until
such elements are in place. Marketing of
production via access of adequate
distribution and ability to finance marketing
costs is just as important as financing of the
initial production in our view in all cases
more so. 

Long term, the demand for product will
switch around, but the presence of big
players with strategic output deals may

limit former freedoms. Long term, the
economic performance under these out put
deal arrangements will determine future
market postures. It may be that a line of
inferior product pushed by big players, over
time will be seen for what they are.
Distributors may again see once merit in the
freedom to fund quality not quantity and
sacrifice the illusion of security that such out-
put arrangements supposedly deliver.

The lack of viable investment grade
securities, be they debt or equity, is an on-
going handicap to a stable industry capital
market. Incentive programs look here to stay,
but the latent danger in tax shelter money is
that it may die a product of misuse of tax and
risk equity investment dollars. Genuine risk
return programs such as those attempted by
the insurance companies in short fall loss
insurance deals may be viable if real market
economics are reflected in the deal mix. The
biggest danger to the future of film finance
lies in a repeat of past sins of twisting the real
economics in deals to kill credibility plus a
lack of responsibility toward tax based and
private investor equity.
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OP CENTRE ONE
AN INVESTORS
INSIDER VIEW

THE INDEPENDENTS
USE OF CREATIVE SKILLS

Much has been written about industry trends,
but more often than not little explanation of the
detail and substance supports such reportage.
To date there is little if any industry material on
financial technique or strategy.
To appreciate the dynamics in play in relation
to any film investment, one has to take it one
step at a time. Nothing can be assumed. The
following appreciations while passé to old
hands should be of help to all ingénue
producers and or investors who wish to
appreciate the finesse in play.  The section  that
follows is designed to provide an insider’s
view of the battlefield as it is fits into a
gameplan at the highest level.
The OP CENTRE is the place where all
business matters and appropriate strategies
can be developed to contain risks. A place
where the Jack Ryan’s of the film Industry
analyze all the real deals assessing their
current impacts and indicative value as to
future realities. 
In our OP Centre Control Bunker: Film
Investment means not just investment in the
production cost of the movie as per its
budgeted cost. Also included are adequate
interest costs from time of pre production
until recovery plus the planned release costs

of marketing the movie. Initially, deception
by self-inflicted sleight of hand lies in not
accounting for interest costs as projected
together along with a denial of the true costs
of marketing. The number one film
investment mistake lies in not understanding
this point and/or in living in denial of this
business fact.  Obvious as the observation is,
there is no point in manufacturing a multi-
million dollar product in any business without
also having access to sufficient capital also in
the multi-million dollar range to market that
product. 

In investment analysis of film values, the
where and how it is released with the
marketing budget are the critical factors in
determining economic value. The economic
value and business risk profile of each film
investment sinks or swims on the adequacy of
the distribution strategy including the
resources available to support that strategy. 
In the past three years, world-wide between
3000- 4000 independent films were made,
most sitting on shelves due to an inability to
find a release window that is properly
resourced.  A good film can survive this lack of
resource, but only rarely and then only at a
high price. Even poor films may perform
adequately given the right slot and push despite

the long-term cost to the market and public
disenchantment aside.

The nature of today’s market means that
to finance a film a producer must pre-
sell certain markets to obtain production

money and distribution access / debt finance.
The nature of these deals is vital, as often the
value of what is left unencumbered may be
worthless despite all appearances to the
contrary.
Presales are a good sign of filmed
entertainment product economic worth.
However, if their nature is too cut away from
future revenue streams, then the value of what
may be left over may prove illusory. Value is
often hidden in a mirage of sell-offs of all key
territories up front, sell-offs that lower the
value of all sales when compared with
progressive sale processes. 

Total cost is crucial. In film investment
determining what that cost is and who gets
recouped first is vital to the assessment of the
risk “ the money” in a film deal is taking on.
Where the money comes in the waterfall of
revenue recovery is the only context that
matters if you are “the money” in question. The
costs of various types of money such as that
used to fund the release costs of prints and ads
related to distribution expenses and how it gets
paid out ahead of other money. 
Yet other money comes off the top or at the
same time or in a biased percentage as revenue
flows to pay out residuals, participations, gross
points, collateralizations, deferments, ahead or
with recovery of those at the bottom of the
money tree.

Everyone knows every film investment
deal requires detailed study, for each
film is different with unique market

potentials flowing from prime market
acceptance of the product. Using a director
and/or actor of note may guarantee a quality
release if the subject matter, language and
genre play in a film’s target market. Such
factors, however, only shape a model; they do
not guarantee returns. 
The use of smoke and mirrors in film finance
seeks to use these complex matters to full
advantage by making the small values look
bigger than they really are and equally
minimizing the big costs such as marketing to
be smaller than they really are.

The cowboy mentatlity that has seen the abuses dissipate sources of “money” has to be outlawed
by the vast majority of filmmakers with a passion and a long term view of the industry.
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Economically, viability depends on cost of the
project adjusted for potential revenue. A film
with a heavy non American accent is unlikely
to make it big. It could happen, but it is not
likely especially if the stars are unknown and
the subject matter is unappealing in target
markets and if there is no release window. The
risk assessment for such products would carry
a ninety percent probability of none being a hit
and all enjoying only limited revenue potential.
Given the level of market appeal it can only be
made for a cost that reflects the potential in its
core target markets where it is likely to find
acceptance.

In investment analysis, the revenue profile
model must be created then adjusted for the
deals as cut that alter the underlying

economics back to a position of total
ownership as if one had retained all the rights.
The costs and inputs of the players must be
adjusted for the place the money comes in the
queue, taken apart so each form and source of
money can be clearly measured against
potential revenue curves. Film Investment
analysis also relies on the facts presented being
in fact the truth, and often the truth is not on the
surface but lurks in the boilerplate of the deal.
The ability to be paid what one is entitled is not
the same as the initial calculation of what one
is entitled. Economic factors such as who holds
on to the money and accounts form the greatest
reasons for concern. Truth via the nature of
collateralizing of different deals and packaging
of deal obscures the certainty of many
arrangements is complicating an already
difficult area. For investors it’s the catch
twenty-two clause, an industry favorite.

The real nature of the money and its appropriate
risk and return ratio is often impossible to
devise without access to all the rocket science
in play. The nature of loan backs, side deals,
partnerships and pre sale arrangements all
complicate what “the money” is and what place
it should have in the business dealings at hand.
The nature of many shelter arrangements is that
for their money, tax and risk sensitive investors
require wrap around minimum return
guarantees. Some tax shelter markets such as
those in Sale and Lease Back mode or Fixed
Fund mode may only be marketable when they
come wrapped up with such guarantees. Such
arrangements have become a point of difference
in the competition to get funding. 

Amaze of deal making spins can often
hide what is ‘the money in a deal’. In
tax shelter deal making, the money

may range from one hundred percent risk
equity net of tax impact from investors to one
hundred percent soft money provided by the
producers in return for a split of investor tax
breaks taken in the form of a subsidy
contribution generated from use of the
producer’s credit statement which was used to
make it all work. The money and its part in the
deal can vary radically from deal to deal
independent of the structures in place. 
For the investor, none of this should be off
putting, it simple means that deal forms must
account for such factors and risk to return
ratios must be adjusted to reflect them.
Low risk film investment in various rights and

interests with appropriate supporting collateral
are possible. How possible depends on the
nature of the product and the nature of the deal
form in play. 

The 2002 UK Sale Lease Back market bubble
portends greater levels of risk for equity
investors as a market response to the decline in
tax shelter availability due to the demise of
television related deals. In our view it will be

The Grey Zone, produced by Nu Image/Millennium, one of the strongest independents in
the industry were the first ‘independent’ to build a new production studio in Bulgaria.
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interesting to see if the 25% - 70% all-equity
deals being mooted actually find favor with
investors accustomed to a total abstention from
all business risk. Further, there is a difference
in essence between full production equity tax
shelters and post- production distribution sale
and lease back type deals that require
axiomatically no production risk. 

The formula, the money takes half, is a
mathematical starting point for working out
economic viability. It provides a measuring
stick against which deals can be assessed. 
Tax shelter investment requires proficient
analysis to work out who and just what “the
money” is. Many public prospectuses and
private offer documents fail to give such
insights and as such are often potentially in
breach of securities law requirements as
investors do not  (pun intended) have the full
picture or even the means to glimpse it. The
lack of due diligence in private deals and
inadequacies of the disclosure by players
holding different and sometimes unknown
parts of the same deal create the climate for
legal attack on later discovery.
A simplistic measure then is to adjust “the
money’s” share for its pro rata share of the
contribution made to deal financing. A twenty-
percent contribution to deal equity would be
entitled to a ten-percent share of net profits
according to such a cookie cutter precept. The
return should be adjusted for real market risk if
it is bottom end money, as in a highly stripped
deal, the return should reflect the higher risk
profile. Why? Well, because all major revenue
streams have been removed and capitalized up
front. The twenty percent contribution really
represents the revenue potential left in the deal
and so it is a much higher contribution to deal
equity than appears on the surface.
Alternately, if a deal creates a guaranteed
return window with quality credit enhancement
features, it may (depending on other deal
parameters) merit a lower return or even a
fixed return with some form of capped profit
participation.
The nature of film deal assessment is quite
complex and requires the use of a number of
sophisticated modeling tools to determine what
operative reality is really in play. 
The trouble from a tax status stand point is that
while such adjustments may make for true

commercial returns they belie under their
surface form - an underlying substance
pointing to what is often a far different
outcome. 
Let us demonstrate what is or is not a fair out
come for “the money” in the deal.
The risk of the money in any deal is the naked
business risk that it is being exposed to which
is not subject to credit worthy guarantee.
Return potential must be reflected in the value
of the markets and rights that form the
epicenter of return potential for risk capital and
profit related to such risks. The value of unsold
markets and unencumbered rights matched
against the pecking order of money sources
must be individually adjusted to reflect the risk
position faced by each money source. 
Arms-length industry assessment of the
product potential is required to determine the
real likelihood of revenue probability as
opposed to the puffery of the hustle performed
in deal environment. The industry myth is that
such calculations are not capable of accurate
and reliable prediction. 
It is a truism that no one can tell in advance the
value that any filmed entertainment project
may attain in the future – it could be an abject
failure or roaring success. 

DreamWorks SKG’s recent innovative
foray into the capital markets is built
solely on this notion. The values for

financing purpose of Dream Works library are
as part of the deal to be evaluated after initial
theatrical release has set bench markets from
which future down stream values can be
calculated. Revenue assessment is not about
the prediction of actual revenue but more about
assessment tools related to predictability based
on probability of the occurrence given of
various levels of revenues for the product
concerned. 
Such analysis is useful in placing into focus
some of the deal revenue potentials in a risk
assessment profile. The risk profile can then be
adjusted in relation to each source of money
for the nature of the exposure of the money
relative to the likelihood of its return. The
object is not to create a surety of result for the
investment profile concerned, but merely to
create an accurate perception of the risk the
money is really being exposed to. 

At a casino roulette table, we can choose
the 1:35 odds by placing our bet on
one number or reduce our risk profile

to 1:2 by betting on red or black. In either case
we know the returns reflect the odds and the
nature of the risk. In terms of true film
investment analysis of tax shelters and or
public/private offer documents, it is very rare
that those being asked to take the gamble know
the real nature of the risk being offered. The

disingenuous suggest that there is no risk due
to the nature of the tax shelter and/or deal
mechanics. In reality, there is always risk in
both commercial and tax terms.
The real question is what is the degree of that
risk? Risks such as the economic results if the
shelter or deal is wiped out through being
classified abusive or through the failure of one
of the inbuilt economic protections. A primary
diagnostic tool lies in assessment of adjusted
risk per dollar of investment made after
accounting for the factors mentioned modeling
techniques which in our experience are seldom
used or whose existence is rarely known about
by those who should be better informed.

The nature of tax shelter / private equity film
investments to date with some rare exceptions
mean that the interests on offer are not
normally in a negotiable form as there is no
secondary market due to the specific object of
the offer- which is often a specific form of tax
avoidance. Further the interests have been sold
high on tax impact but low on commercial
content. The interests seldom come close to
those found in investment grade securities. To
be sure wrap around deals using credit
enhanced guaranteed returns that can and do
reach toward the attainment of status sufficient
to be acceptable to institutional investors, it is
a rare deal that meets this standard. 
The problem lurking below the surface of such
arrangements as seen in the short fall
insurance debacle is that credit enhancement
may not stand up if the enhancer reneges on
the grounds of misrepresentation or otherwise.
The confusion in the insurance deals lies
between what the mainly American banks saw
as contracts of assurance of total risk in all
circumstances, as opposed to the English and
European insurance industry concept that such
insurance be against specific and agreed risks
but not a blanket cover of all risks. 

Meltdown liability in a deal consists
of risk assessment that accounts for
the prospect of credit enhancement

failure, reversal of tax status and the real
worth of residual commercial values in a
project once all the interests in play are
accounted for adjusted finally for nebulous
factors like the participants moral and
financial profile. In the shortfall insurance
mess the real failure was to adjust the risk
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curve for the moral hazard of film producers’
self interested belief systems.
In our opinion highly-stripped deals, even
with high levels of credit enhancement, may
do investors a disservice if the net meltdown
analysis leaves “the money” with little or no
access to underlying investment values and or
the key players. The nature of double-dip
shelters using multiple copy right interests
and values in multiple places at the same time
creates the potential for real commercial
downside risk. A risk many participants
appear to lack knowledge of despite the form
of endless disclosure, due to the hidden
substance never being alluded. The highly
complex nature of foreign co production
treaty compliance demands knowledge and
forthrightness. Many film producers would do
well to read the treaty they seek to exploit
themselves asking whether in substance what
is on the table is really within the gambit of
the corridor they are seeking to exploit. Many
who now seek to push the line on
international co-production double dips face
financial meltdowns if and not when their
antics come to light, a.k.a. short fall
insurance. 

Worse, governments coaxed into
fiscal repose as a way to seduce
film producers are quick to cry

foul, and that may terminate what may be for
all true independents a last hope of real
financial benefits. As proven in the tax
debacles in Germany/ UK/ Australia and New
Zealand, understanding by particularly the
legal profession would have saved many
valuable avenues of assistance. 
Creatively used tax driven programs provide
access to full and/or gap equity money. Money
with a lowered risk profile due to the tax saving
offset. Such programs in highest and best form
represent genuine risk investments that can
withstand tax authority and commercial
scrutiny. The idea that these programs can be
used to create effective tax subsidies via tax
transfer deals that split tax savings between the
film maker and investors for a zero risk position
in any commercial enterprise is naïve. The less
commercial merit, the higher the risk of tax
reversal and related law suits from claims
related to such commercial misadventure.

An additional misguided notion is that
putting others in front of oneself is an
insurance policy against law suits related to
tax reversals or the aftermath of
commercially unacceptable conduct in
relation to the economic nature of the
interests on offer. The reality is that the
bigger the producer the more likely investor
claims will allege a duty of care was owed to
investors due to the use of the underlying and
would-be-removed player’s name and credit
statement.

Increasingly, class action suits will we predict,
specifically target big fish - being potentially
filed in those players’ legal domicile as
opposed to that of the deal. The prudent and
only protection against such claims comes
from creating well-constructed fair deals that
do not push the envelope of tax or commercial
propriety.  
Those thinking of the quick fast tax shelter
deal from country A mixed in with a Co-
production tax benefit from country B should
study the section below as the Examples come
from real deals and illustrate the all-too-real
risks in play.

OP CENTER
CASE STUDIES

PITFALLS TO AVOID
FOR THE FILM INVESTOR

Asignificant name player came to country A
and raised a goodly sum via a production
services entity type tax shelter which did

not require copy right ownership or a real split of
revenue to be actually shared with the investors.
The deal cast the investors as filmmakers in the
role of physical film producers responsible for
making the project in question. The deal terms
included a finance wrap-around loan facility which
covered a budget heavy with in house expenses
and tied to returns fromm the deal that were
capped to reflect the fact of that investor’s tax
position being deferred prior to being ultimately
returned. In concept form the money in the deal
would take half but here the investor’s share was
adjusted for the lack of risk due to the credit
enhancement wrap around that covered all of the
investors risk .The player then went to Country B,
with the copyright creating a distribution shelter
using the interests left after the first deal adjusted
for the reduced risk in Country B also due to the
wrap around credit enhancement nature of the
arrangement. 
Clarity: our player sold what traditionally
would have been two halves before risk
adjustment yet still retained virtually total
ownership of the film. The player raised money
twice sufficient to cover production cost and

My Big Fat Greek Wedding, the latest example of a well-produced independent film
that demonstrates movies can be made for reportedly $5 million, and gross

some $165 million. In this instance and many others such as The Full Monty
and The Crying Game, word of mouth is the key element of success.
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releasing costs with enough left over for a
straight profit on both deals. The investors in
neither country were aware that they had both
invested in the same film via a model that
created distinct interests in its profitability. The
effectiveness of the off-balance sheet financing
in both cases was dependent on the level of
credit enhancements given back by the
producer. Unpicking the real position was a
nightmare as adjustment for phantom budget
items for the nature of loan backs subject to
credit enhancement via deferred minimum
revenue guarantees radically impacted the face
numbers in play.

On recast numbers, the producers effectively
financed the production and release of the film
and made a profit in cash on the actual
production of unknown but substantial
proportions. These moves in legal theory are
more than acceptable if made between fully
informed and independent parties. The twist
comes in what the deal distortions mean in

terms of tax law compliance. In one country, an
investor’s tax shelter was attacked on the
grounds of lack of commerciality, which is not
really surprising if one thinks about it. The tax
office in question objected to the fact and
substance of the investor’s business status
asserting that the deal did not reflect a genuine
commercial deal as the back end profit potential
was illusory being manufactured solely to
create hyped tax deductions. 

For those of us back in the real world,
illusory back ends are standard stuff. Tax
officers around the world, however, like to
see that film investors are being done down
in the great traditions of the film industry
rather than by artificial refinements that
seal all prospect of investor profit from the
get-go. The investment banking magic of
the deal was that the investors in country A
accepted the corporate guarantees relating
to the play deferred out seven years.
Country A’s investors borrowed one

hundred percent based on their own credit
statements secured by a principal guarantee
that was deferred out seven years. 
These investors saved half the face
amount of their film investment in taxes
for no cash out lay other than for the net
after tax cost of interest on the loan paid
yearly in interest costs until being
recouped as to principal in year seven.
The producer then double-dipped via a
distribution tax shelter on similar terms in
country B. The deal form makes a short
change artist’s sleight of hand seem
trivial. 

In conclusion, the producer got more than
enough investor money to make the
picture, then sold it on for a similar
amount leaving enough cash to fund
release costs and still make a healthy
profit in cash. The producer raised more
than 100% of the release and distribution
costs while still owning the major share of
back end profitability plus the revenues
from distribution fees. The price of all
this trickery was relatively cheap, coming
in the form of non secured and or non/low
collateralized obligations off balance
sheet that allowed hard debt resources to
be used on better deals. 
The net present value of corporate
obligations for the deal collectively
discounted back seven years made this the
deal of the century. We are aware that the
same player did the same thing in another
nation also generating tax office attack
and a knee jerk government response that
changed the rules of the game. The deal
illustrated was a short term winner, but
the downside of such deals is that the way
in which the tax bases and commercial
trust of the nations involved were
ruthlessly plundered has left a bitter after
taste. 
The producer was in our view lucky to
not be embroiled in these tax matters and
also sited for breaches of Securities law
in these deals. It was only the ignorance
of those involved that saved them from
such attack. The deals no longer exist in
these forms but such antics could be
pushed to the limit of prudence at some
future time.
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The Stoneraft, A Portuguese German co-production distributed by Toronto based
Cinemavault. For European producers within the EEC, many opportunities exist for
funding via co-production and tax incentives between the member states. 
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CASE STUDY 2
THE TV TURN OFF

Aplethora of television tax shelters in a
number of jurisdictions have been
forth coming in recent times. They

all have one thing in common: they are all are
wrist-length deals from related net works
seeking to effectively use tax shelter off
balance sheet finance strategies as a way to
reduce normal programming cost. Normally,
such offers come from garden variety
programming fare with a limited economic
profile reflective of poor market appeal. The
next Friends it seems is never the subject of
such arrangements. 

In play here is that a network or major
cable player wishes to use tax shelter
money to create a program finance subsidy
to mitigate overall programming costs.
The nature of such products normally
offered for tax shelter investment
syndication is that they are as stated
generically of limited economic value.
What values that are present in such deals
are normally under the deal, stripped out
up front in return for minimum
performance guarantees and/or capped
return potentials. Such arrangements are
not in substance realistic economic
investments or, sadly in many cases,
compliant tax shelters. 
This said, each deal turns on its own merits
and can only be assessed in relation to the
project in question and the deal terms in
play. Investors need to watch this area
regardless of the nation involved.  Future
tax reversals appear the only likely
consequence of such deal making. Not all
deals in this area are flawed, but most seem
to be cherry-picked to saturation or
deliberately skewed. 
No doubt the next Big Brother or Survivor in
ratings terms may lie dormant in some of these
offerings, but this is a rare chance. Many good
opportunities lie in the creation of syndicate
fare but most deals seem to always cut off
initial investor participation in the long-term
fruits of their gamble.  Prudence needs to be
applied where any deal terms apply only to the
deal but die once a series achieves wide
acceptance and big pay-offs.

OP CENTRE
TECHNIQUES ANALYIZED

In deals where money takes half, it is almost
a certainty that the deal has been stripped
of all effective copyright interests and all

possibility of real revenue participation.
Today’s deals adjust “the money’s” share for
impact of tax benefits, soft in-house interest
rates, and self-financing credit enhancement
features offered by film producers to secure
such investments. In many cases the real
reason for some profit participation levels is to
provide a mirage of motivation for the investor
tax positions.
The market reality of many film investment
offers is that they are often neither tax effective
nor economically viable investment offers. The
following kinds of deal mechanics are used too
manipulate the economic viability of film
investment tax shelters.

LOADED BASES

Film Budgets proffered under some
shelter deals have doctored budgets that
contain bloated budget items for rights,

fees, management overhead, and the alike.
From out-of-the-real-deal-file comes an
arrangement on a $100m dollar film where a
major player added a 25% management fee for
expertise. The charge was then round-robin
spun through a tax haven used to shuttle the fee
back to investors via a loan back. The whole
point of the deal being done was to hype tax
savings that would then be split back with the
major and the investor. A none too subtle
additional benefit being that such hyper-costs
further raised investor break-even points,
making it even harder to make a profit.

REVENUE
SPLIT OFFS

Many in film investment deals spend
days focusing on and endlessly
arguing about their share in the deal

on the table. Astute players keep matters
focused on just such meaningless battles. The
percentage of a potential share in an illusory
back end deal is not worth the effort of
argument. The real battle lies elsewhere and
can be found in the discernment of the value in
what one has left to share in. Many tax shelter
film investment opportunities lack economic
substance due to real values being stripped out
up front through a variety of revenue split-off
techniques such as:
Rights may be sold off at other than arms
length values, such as sales at under-values to

producer related entities while leaving over-
valued unsold territories as the sole security for
equity participants. The game essentially
leaves “the money” with rights that don’t add
up to the risk that is being taken. Care must be
taken to adjust all values for the claims of those
who have a priority position in the food chain.
Rights may have been legitimately pre-sold at
full market value but the unsold rights left to
secure “the money” do not represent adequate
security for the risk.

Right revenue splits may be only fictional and
not a genuine pre sale or indicator of true
market worth. In off-balance sheet deals by
major players such as those seen in television
there is the use of pre sales of major rights to
mask what is in essence an in-house off
balance sheet finance deal. Such deals are
normally pure wrap around tax deals that
provide low cost off balance sheet finance
leaving no real economic values ever in play.
Rights revenue arrangements in some deals
provide for excessive distribution fees and cost
recouping designed to strip the values out of
deals.
Rights revenue reversals where hyped deal
values portend great investment values from
unsold and unencumbered market rights. This
misrepresentation sees high values presented
for key territories designed to create false
comfort levels to banks and investors alike. The

revenue streams can

only be assured

by actual on market live

arms length transactions

tax entitlement & tax shelters

are now taking 
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In the 80’s & early 90’s “money”
available via the “suitcase train” was
plentiful. Today’s economic climate &

international scrutinity by governments
worldwide, has closed this  questionable

‘loophole’ in funding films.
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fiction masks numerous side agreements, kick
back values to the buyers with whom the seller
has jacked up the price on a pre sale agreement.
In reality, deal values in such instances are low
to non-existent or are not what they appear to
be. The side deal is a Holly wood staple. In its
worst form it can be misused to perpetrate basic
criminal fraud. Currently, we are aware of
several such arrangements that are now the
subject of FBI interest.

Right sales and deals that never were. By a
“sale” we mean a real deal not mere corporate
promises with self-effacing escape hatches.
Real deals supported by money and or secured
collateral and evidenced by hard normal
commercial terms devoid of side arrangements.
Rights sales that vanish in the night. It is not
unknown for sales of rights to be made through
distribution entities related to a film’s producer
on terms where they are presented as being
unsold and or unencumbered when in reality
they have been just that several times to many
different people.

All the above techniques split off revenue
values before receipt by investors or through
their form over-value revenue to skew investor
perceptions of the true economics in play. The
harsh realities are that the lack of motive and
value may not only be a fraud on the investor
but collectively terminal to the investor’s tax
status. Critical then to any film investment
analysis is an assessment of all territories and
all related rights both sold and unsold as a key
method of deal evaluation.

DECEPTIONS
IN THE LINE

OF THE MONEY

The share “the money” takes is not as
important as the place it takes in the
pecking order. The money, if secured in

a prior place such as P & A, money shares a
different fate from money lower down the film
investment money tree. Money that is secured
by revenues from defined rights or territories
that is also cross-collateralized by prior
recovery sourced from other revenue streams
also enjoys a better fate than money in a vanilla
production deal. The art in the tax shelter
assessment is to accurately define the value of
certain rights in relation to their place in the
overall chain. While it can always be debated

that no one can ever really make such
judgments as to value and be on the money,
one certainty does exist and that is: who gets
the cash when it comes in at each level of the
film investment tree. 
Insight into this issue is a great entrée into the
world of film investment deal assessment
economics. The value of filmed entertainment
revenue streams can only be assured by actual
on market live arms-length transactions. Such
data creates a revenue probability curve that
can be said to be truly indicative of base values
which when adjusted for coverage ratios
related to the investment can then be used to
create a genuine risk assessment model. 

All film deals require careful evaluation -
rights can appear free but may be subject to
some prior collateralization right from a
presale or releasing deal. The impact of such
terms if not accounted for can substantially
undermine all assessments of investment value
and risk.

HOW & WHY THE WORLD
IS PLAYING PATRIOT GAMES

So far in the article we have covered the
world film finance market as it is
undergoing a number of subtle changes,

the decline in ability to create viable pre sales,
tighter banking scrutiny in a spooked global
finance environment and the demise of gap
equity investments together with other stop gap
tools like short fall insurance. In this climate a
new paradigm is striving to find and define
itself –a new trend best described as Patriot
Games. 
The essence of this newest industry spin
encapsulates the push toward nationalism
inherent in all would-be film countries who
wish to play in the global film market. The
nationalistic flavor of this new culture contains
a two edged sword that is potentially as much a
blessing as it is a sign of a future nightmare
wrapped in the garb of national self interest.
Patriot Games are being played out on a
number of levels with a variety of counter
veiling effects. Primarily, there is the surge in
many countries to create cash and other cost
cutting incentive programs to attract foreign
film producers. The competition is heating up
in relation to the amount and nature of such
incentive. Hollywood is playing as usual an

A Tale of a Naughty Girl distributed by Toronto based Cinemavault Releasing.
Increasingly international sales agents are sourcing the world for quality pictures to

add to their slates, as foreign films gain momentum in a number of territories.
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artful game of seduction with these all too
willing film finance novices. 
Canada, the worldly wise old street hand, has
to contend with a whole new bunch of upstarts
such Australia, Luxembourg, Iceland and the
Isle of Man, all offering cash-payments that
can be wrapped into co-productions that allow
double dipping with other nations such as the
UK whose film laws seem designed to snare
such an effect. The drive is pure national self-
interest aimed at offering a little to attract a lot
of big budget spends to hype up the local
economies of the countries involved. 

In addition to such cash back entitlement
programs are traditional tax shelter driven
equity raising efforts that are increasingly

being offered as a lure to foreign films to
allow them to raise cornerstone finance for a
calculated price. The price depending on the
levels of nationalism comes in the form of on
shore economic requirements such as seen in
the Sale and Lease Back arrangements in the
UK combined with cultural twists that seek to
skew the nature of the subject matter of films
and the combination of talent used above and
below the line such as seen in10 BA deals in
Australia. 

The price for such equity is a growing set of
requirements tied purely to the national
aspirations and economic objectives of such
nation’s capital markets and tax bases. The
upshot of this new trend is that new finance
options via foreign international co-
production opportunities driven by the soft
money of national tax entitlements and or tax
shelters is now taking the place of money
from traditional sources.
A much needed shot of assistance in a fragile
market, but not one without a down side. The
flip side of the nationalism in play here is that
film making for independents is now much
like the beat of formula driven pictures
produced by the majors becoming a repetitive
piece in the game. Where, what to shoot, what
to make, and who to hire are now complex
trade-offs of the product not of creative
suitability but of a jigsaw puzzle of
requirements aimed at shaping foreign nations
jingoistic agenda of national self interest. 
A promising trend in many new incentive
programs is the demise of such limitations on
the nature and ability to create product,
however slivers of control still remain. The
downside of many nation’s film industry

programs is that the incentives often offered
along with beefed up local film industry
funding programs for on shore producers have
produced an over flow of new local product.
Such film productions are often seen by local
political interests as good news and evidence
of the vibrancy of a new local industry, but
they all too often mask a darker reality. The
reality is that most local product should never
have been made at all, and, but for the aid of
such government programs, many would never
have been financially viable. The substance of
poor film economics coming back to haunt
such films in the long term portends a future
political turn off of such investment dollars. 

The kick in the pants for the global film market
is that creation of poor product at the local
level comes as part of the price of this brave
new world. The real harm from such product is
that its creation blocks a growing percentage of
each nation’s film market, taking position of
status but not merit. The already tight market
for international film distribution clogged with
output deals from the majors now faces the
same effect from local independent film
producers. The boom in local production in
many markets has eaten away space that would
normally go to international independent film
fare. Sadly, such a result is not helping any one,
as poorly made and financed local films remain
trapped inside their own borders unable to
break out to other countries due to being
blocked by the product of some other nations
equal devotion to self interest.
So it is a lose-lose deal for independent film
producers who make local product unless they
can break the noose via international co
production and mixed distribution deals to make
better made and financed films. Patriot Games
run counter to a new global market as the
impacts of these games create mixed economic
results in an already fragile market place. A
further thrust of Patriot Games comes in the form
of increased union control of cost structures that
affect the production side of the business. 
The SAG economic and political imperative in
Global Rule One is evidence of a nationalistic
drive by industry workers to buck the trends of
a global market place.  In Cannes issue 2002
(Can A Modern Day Rome Have A Beautiful
Mind?), we explored the nature of this trend
and its many pitfalls. 

In breaking news, Australia is the first nation to
conclude with SAG a sane accommodation,
which will allow for many films the terms and
conditions within Australia to apply rather than
those of SAG. Local Australian films, co-
productions and films under $15m in budget
appear to have escaped SAG’s net, and US
talent will get a green light to appear in them
on what appear to be helpful terms and
conditions. 

However the issue globally is still not
set, and local pride is an increasing
cost inflection that must be accounted

for in many film finance options. The generic
trend of this new nationalism in the world film
industry then can be seen as offering up mixed
results. On one hand, offering new financing
sources, while on the other, limiting the nature
of the final product, its cost base and its place
in the world market.
Specifically, when one looks at the nature of
Patriot Game style tax shelters, incentive
programs and local film funding bodies, a
sharper picture comes to the surface. One
which while offering the promise of new
money for films comes laced with the web of
political change due to remorse from the
misuse of well intended but unprotected
national film programs. The ongoing cycle of
nation after nation moving to clamp down on
abuses of film industry tax shelters and
entitlement programs is a matter of growing
concern. The death of such arrangements
would weaken an already fragile film finance
market.
Regardless of the country involved or the
legislative scheme applicable the issue boils
down to the same. Governments do not like
deals that simply transfer tax benefits in an
unholy way from their taxpayers to
international film companies via a ‘lets split
the cake and divide the crumbs’ approach.
Such deals do not bring back the sought after
long term benefit of intra-national film
production infrastructure or revenue creation
from copyright licensing successes. Most
deals are unlikely to return back to the
source country economic benefits equal to
the tax breaks and local capital consumed by
what is fundamentally a foreign business
operation. 
The idea that such deals can blithely and
somewhat magically defy the underlying
purpose of why they were set up defies
common sense but is all too often swallowed
by those new to international film finance. In
short there is always a price hidden or not.
Camouflaged within the glamour, lies a
reality and a truth that saw billions of dollars
in tax revenues and local capital in countries
such as Australia, Germany, New Zealand

in conjunction with tax shelter
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and the United Kingdom taken out of the
countries economies without equal value
being returned. The abuse of these last stand
deals will kill a vital film finance tool.
Conversely, if used appropriately, they could
provide a new source of much needed
capital. 

Shelter Abuse Benchmarks

• Total Wrap Around Finance provided by
the Film Producer via non-arms length
dealing.

• Rights strips of all viable and valuable
rights up front and or over valuation of
held rights.

• Inflated Budgets full of overhead costs,
management fees and spurious cost
structures.

• Deals where the form ensures there is a
zero probability of making a profit.

• Deals that hype tax savings and split
them with investors.

• Deal forms that create guaranteed
permanent deferment of income.

This pattern regardless of the nation in
question means just one thing: Trouble is
right around the corner. Reality requires a
look at the issue of economic viability of

such programs if they are so tampered with
that only taxes are being split with no real
share in film revenue. Then one must
question if this is what the nation involved
wants and/or will continue to sanction.

In some cases, in exchange for onshore
production spends and cultural requirements,
there may be acceptable trade offs for the
lack of economic viability and as such this
may be justifiable. Such national largesse
extends only to the point where the tax base
is raided to such an extent that funds
removed impact other internal economic
issues.

HOW TO QUELL
THE SUM OF ALL FEARS

As laid out in our analysis, in 2002
sourcing “the money” to make a film
deal is unquestionably a real

challenge. The path is not easy, but by the same
token is not impossible for the knowledgeable
and creative filmmaker who can create a deal
form near to investment grade standards. In A
Clear And Present Danger the current market
risk factors were dissected and explored. In OP
Center the skill base needed by both investors
and producers to meet such risks was
expounded upon. The most critical new trend
to hit the film finance world was explored in
Patriot Games in order to shape an overall view
of what currently is in play. How to Quell the
Sum of All Fears and find the financial nirvana
craved for will require filmmakers to master
the following new spins in film finance.

TAX SUBSIDIES - CASH BACK
PRODUCTION INCENTIVE

ENTITLEMENTS

In a future article we will explore the nature
and use of pure cash back tax subsidies.
These are not to be confused with tax

shelters which rely on private investor
elements contributing at least in form money or
monies-worth in order to create tax savings
that can then be split between the investor and
the film producer.
Tax- Subsidies/ Entitlements then refer purely
to government cash back deals that only
require the money be spent in a certain way

and/or a certain place with no related
investment component in play. Such programs
are in essence surer money than tax shelter
investment. Cash as the only criteria is not the
ability to find an investor but rather simply
making the production spend in the way
envisaged by the program concerned. 
The newest play is to use such programs in
conjunction with tax shelter money often via
multi national co production deals. The 12.5%
Australian, 15% Luxembourg, 12% Ice Land
and 16 % Irish incentives are the latest in a new
breed of incentives that offer cash to film
makers in return for local production spends.
Many programs such as the Australian one bar
double dipping with on shore tax shelter
investment, but the same result can be affected
by international co production deals that allow
producers to double dip local tax subsidies in
conjunction with international tax shelter
investment deals.   

TAX SHELTER MONEY

From London to Sydney and from
Auckland to Bonn tax shelter equity
investment deals are still the flavor of

the month. The lure is that unlike the incentive
programs the cash kick from such deals is
higher due to the tax driven investor taking a
position in the deal. 

While the price remains low (as often there is
little if anything given up by the players
concerned), any element of real profitability in
the event of a success is removed from
inception. The real attraction of such deals lies
in the ability to put off balance sheet what
would otherwise be hard finance costs. The
ability to use such money in this way makes a
company more able to make films and more
likely to earn money just through distribution
fees alone. 
Australia looks promising as the first 10B and
10 BA deals post Moulin Rouge have found tax
office approval. In the UK more aggressive
Sale and Lease backs are being mooted along
with funds collected under the umbrella of the
New Business Enterprise Incentive Scheme and
both lines of thought appear to offer new
promise. Germany under new rules is still
moving along due to the ability to tap money
under old schemes as well as some new twists.
New Zealand post Lord of the Rings faces a
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tighter mass marketed schemes deal but still
offers for the patient some unique benefits.
In all these countries new deal forms are
possible and must be developed if a replay of
the insurance debacle is to be avoided.

SOFT MONEY DOUBLE DIPS

The astute will see an extraordinary
number of things in the credit list that
seem to roll on longer than the film. The

German money is evidenced by a new crop of
German co-producers, ostensible players in the
production process despite never having visited
the set. The money from Iceland/ Luxemburg/
Isle of Man/ Australia/ Canada/ Ireland tax
subsidies is flagged by the presence of titular
production companies from whichever
jurisdiction the production was in theory run
from.

There are also second tier players such as co
producers under the guise of co production
status also cropping up. Finally, there are even
more players such as short fall insurance
providers, gap equity lenders, tax shelter
production investors, and sale and lease back
style distribution investors. The list makes
interesting reading and is evidence of just how
complex such deals have become.
In the quest to replace lost gap equity and
presale viability, film producers have created
this latest form of film business alchemy- the
soft money double dip. The nature of such
arrangements is that they seek to pull cash
from both tax subsidies and tax shelters via a
double dip. Soft money double dips come from
local production tax credits combined with tax
shelter money under various programs both
locally and internationally in relation to both
production and distribution matters.
Sometimes the mix can create for the inventive
triple dip 
Multiple use of both subsidies and tax shelter
money is often barred within the same
jurisdiction. You can’t go to the same well
twice. However, double dip use of such funds
is allowed between countries and is the key in
this new soft money play. The new game for
those seeking to raise the 30%- 40% of film
finance lost by the decline of the traditional
money avenues is to aggressively pursue what
for many is seen as free money. 
Free because unlike a past (which required via
presales) where producers had to give up the

farm for pre sale money now it can be obtained
with off selling parts or having to give up
significant interests in the deal.

MAJORS ALREADY PLAY
THE SOFT MONEY – 
TO FULL ADVANTAGE

CASE HISTORY: 
THE COUNT

OF MONTE CRISTO

Arecent example of this form of soft
money play can be seen in the double
dip strategy used under the joint use of

the UK and Irish incentive programs. The
Disney feature, the Count of Monte Cristo,
utilized a UK Sale and Lease Back program
combined with the new Irish Tax Incentive
under section 481. The film got back the full
16.5% subsidy under the Irish Program, an
amount of approximately $3m US. Under the
double dip, the film (while being shot in
Ireland to get the UK tax break) did post
production in the UK. The film then under the
UK Sale and Lease Back pulled in another $6m
US in tax money for a combined double dip
from soft money sources equal to $9m US.

Films utilizing the Irish Incentive plus the UK
Sale and Lease Back can take advantage of the
Good Friday Agreement that allows Ireland to
be treated as a whole. This opens the way for
use of the Southern Ireland incentive program.

There are now a variety of options available due
to the utilization of co production treaty
programs that mix cross border incentives as in
Luxemburg with UK Sale and Lease Back, as in
The Musketeer, Iceland-UK Sale and Lease
Back, as in Die Another Day. Equally programs
with other national mixes are possible. Australia-
UK all require certain trade offs. Only German
money to date has allowed freedom from
burdensome restraints, but this also is changing
and with it the price of German money.
A strong collateral economic benefit of such
deal making is that such films may have strong
multiple distribution deals in both co production
countries thereby improving the economic
profile of the deal over local film fare.

the systems

biggest strength

is it’s Achilles heel

the market  is 

increasingly demanding

and fleeing toward quality

The 51st State, from Alliance Atlantis, the multimedia entity headquartered in Toronto, is
an Anglo-Canadian co-production which utilized the treaties between the UK & Canada.
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The soft money double dip route offers the
potential to pony up to 30% of a films needs.
The complex nature of the arrangements,
however, carries a lot of latent political risk.
Dove tailing requirements and living up to
them can be onerous. The need to own local
copyright to ensure revenue recapture can
make things very tricky indeed. The matters
related in regard to tax shelters apply doubly so
here. The risk of being caught out in
declarations made to more than one
government at the same time should not be
easily discounted. In our experience it is better
to double dip within one nation or one
economic group.

GAP EQUITY-GAP
DEBT MANEUVERS

2002-2003

The current market is ready to fund
appropriately structured debt or equity
deals providing the risk return ratio

along with other deal terms measures up.
The market for gap or full debt or equity film
investment dried up, a drought caused by a
history of poor industry economics. The
viability of such risk capital depends on the
nature of the deals seeking such money. 
Distribution deals over single rights/territories
combined with shortfall insurance deals offer,
if constructed properly, prospects for viable
gap equity or gap debt structuring.

The market for P&A funds offers investors a
higher pecking order recovery position than
that offered by traditional production
investments. Money for such purposes with a
few added bells and whistles such as capped,
spread and cross-collateralized security
elements offers potentially a highly viable deal
form. Equally, for production funds, the ability
to alter the risk/return profile-can make for
more doable deals in this arena. The bottom
line however lies in the concept of risk
management. 
The film business is seen as a gamble as no
certainties appear to exist due to the
unpredictable nature of the economic
performance of any one film. The strange
thing is less risk exists here than some
gambles taken by many casinos. Like the
casino, the house (in the form of the studios

and major distributors) skew the odds in favor
of the house. The fact that the money such
players represent is at the front of the money
queue is what keeps them wining over the
odds of the game. For bottom money the odds
remain high and the deck as ever remains
stacked. 

Despite all this, a predictable result still
remains possible, and with full knowledge
of the game, it is still possible to win in a
cooperative game of chance. The odds are
better in film investment, and while there is
no certainty of accurate data the range of
data and related probability can be
assessed. The way forward is to allow gap
deals to flourish once again. Here the way-
through lies in the embracement of these
principles. 
The spread of risks theory, as in Silver
Screen Partner 1- 4 and latterly in short
fall insurance risk management formula,
is far too simplistic a notion on which to
make serious investment decisions. The
nature of pre-skewed deals inherent in
such market mix is tainted, and the results
are predictably poor. The reality is that
gap equity deals need to reflect non-
skewed deal making via deal forms that
compensate for the real probabilities in
play. Can this be done? In our view, the
answer must and can only be Yes!  
The theory of always burning new money
in the film business is what ensures the big
of staying big and guarantees that no new
player will enter what is a rigged game.
Many other risk driven businesses have
developed statistical models that allow
capital risk management practices to
flourish and this industry is no different.
Film business talk is great but it is the walk
that delivers money back to investors to
recoup capital and allows real profit shares
to cover past losses.

NEW WEAPONS AGAINST
AN OLD FOE

The old foe in the film business is the
lack of a mature risk adjusted capital
market that can absorb the funding

needs of independent film producers. As the
old sources dry up new ways of thinking must
be adopted to beat the ongoing drought of
industry capital. Better structured types of

deals are the best new weapons to meet the sum
of all our independent fears. Deals built on true
commercial reality that can withstand scrutiny
are essential for creation of a viable capital
market for the film industry.  
As passionate ‘industrites,’ the purpose of our
article has been to create focus on the business
aspects that affect the current state of the film
finance market cast against the nature of past and
current film industry investment models. The
aim has been to highlight the subtle nature of
what is involved in current game plays and to
define the characteristics that good deals exhibit.
The prime motivation being to adjust focus from
deal form to deal substance and to illustrate the
realities that such substance requires.
Film producers who are scratching their heads
to find new sources of capital in a shrinking
capital market environment are essentially old
dogs needing to learn some new tricks. The
best new trick, the soft money double dip,
requires filmmakers to put together quality
deal elements of true economic worth relative
to what is being sought. 

The lack of a viable market for film industry
venture capital is as much a result of industry
economic accounting and legal practice as it is
related to any true underlying correlative deal
risk. Indeed, from a risk assessment financial
modeling standpoint, it is easier to adjust
assessments for the latter and account for such
as they are open ended in nature with unknown
potentials. The closed end zero sum nature of
pre-set twisted and skewed deal economics can
never survive a risk assessment as there is no
element of uncertainty - the result is set in stone
known from the get go. 
The greater the lack of viable elements and the
less they represent true economic value, than
the more the likelyhood of investor rejection
on commercial and or tax risk grounds. The
poorer the deal making the greater the
likelihood also of blow back liability from post
deal law suits being filed in reaction to future
adverse tax consequence or less than truthful
economic circumstances coming to light. 
In skewed deals we are watching a disaster
movie not enjoying an adventure. We contend
that the industry needs to avoid being sucked
into dramas like shortfall insurance tax shelter
denial, and the like that can all too quickly turn
into nightmares without the aid of comedic
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relief. Our admonition is that “the money”
should always takes it’s share relative to the
risks in play. This can be determined by what
“the money” contributes adjusted for the risk
and returns peculiar to the deal. In a mature
capital market environment, no longer should
“the money” take half , or should any other
notion be set in concrete- it should take a
rightful share relative to the risk under deal in
question.

Caught in a no-way-out situations where
either there is no money to make
pictures happen or there is no way to

fund and create meaningful releases. The
future for many independents is etched with a
tone of frustration and genuine disbelief. So
what is the answer? How does the maverick
Jack Ryan style stay alive, and defend and
uphold the spirit of the independent film
industry to survive this latest set of economic
foes to beset the business? More importantly is
such survival possible in the face of such a
harsh predetermined draconian economic
model as the current film market represents?
The resounding response from The Business
Of Film is absolutely- Yes! For the following
reasons and through the adoption of a culture
of optimism founded in film business know-
how and expertise as evidenced by:
Jack Ryan’s character in the Clancy novels and
films that feature his fictional travails all carry
an underlying substance related to the uncanny

ability of the individual to survive the power of
the system. Jack Ryan’s “never say die”
attitude and “win at all costs by turning the
system against itself” is the essence of that
substance. All that we have presented can be
summed up and interpreted to create the
following survival mentality for all
independents.

Survivors appreciate the business reality of
what is happening and use that reality to
fashion some kind of survival plan. Survivors
understand that history repeats itself and that at
this moment in time the business is very little
different today than it was some twenty years
ago before the current business cycle started to
mature and create what is in play now. Twenty
years ago there were few ancillary markets and
no ability to create independent film finance
from things such as Home Video Advance
presales, Pay TV presales and the alike. The
market was the big guys and a few little guys
using private equity-tax shelter and
questionable money from blocked fund deals.
So the clock has in some ways turned back to
twelve. 
The future of the business we predict will
follow a new cycle and here is some cause for

optimism about the nature of what that new
cycle may hold. 
The systems biggest strength is its Achilles
heel: while the majors have prime access to
money and an economic feeding position at
the top of the food chain they are dinosaurs.
Dinosaurs in a new business climate of
corporate accountability, economic change
and technology driven market innovation.
Factors set to dominate the shape of future
business cycles. The undeniable factor is that
the real economic power in the film business
is, has been, and always will be, creative
thought. 
Creativity is the real substance that powers the
film business as much as corporate America
has attempted to institutionalize this power.
The inherent nature of this creative essence is
that it cannot be straight jacketed by such a
narrow form of vertically integrated corporate
mentality. The Jack Ryan style industry
terrorist- writer- producer- director- actor-
type will, and has always found a way to avoid
being constrained.  The current system is more
vulnerable to this alter mentality than ever as
corporate America’s system driven style of
rule by lawyers- accountant- MBA graduates
answers all problems but the rules paradigm
crashes under its own weight.  
The signs are already there as the financial
reality of the industry gets caught in the
headlights of new forms of analytical scrutiny
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that like-World Com & Enron, may catch more
than appears on the surface. The industry
reality of out put deals that favor control over
merit and deliver less than deserving product
may be revised in light of poor economic
performance. A window for excellence in
independent filmed entertainment production
always exists and our prediction is that
window is about to reopen as the flaws in the
quantity over a quality mentality in film
distribution practice are felt on the industry
bottom line. My Big Fat Greek Wedding is at
the fore of new releases from independent
sources with low cost profiles that evidence
the fact that excellence can be rewarded,
particularly by the public where it counts. 

The increasingly free floating nature of
the industry’s prime capital- creative
thinkers- means for those dedicated to

excellence in film making new opportunities
exist. On one hand a distribution system
reeling from poor product and on the other a
film going public increasingly disillusioned
with formula driven films means excellence
will be rewarded as never before. The number
of quality creative thinkers in free float
(although to many it feels like free fall) means
that the resources for independents in term’s of
primary capital have never been more
available. 

The market is increasingly demanding and
fleeing toward quality; independents in terms of
economic opportunity are well placed to be able
to create product and to exploit the growing
need for film. The only limiting factor is
money. But as stated, the situation is no
different than twenty years ago. Except that
now economic and business change provides
new avenues for exploitation that the “never say
die” independent survivor can use to chisel out
a niche for a future existence. 
The following promising factors should be
taken into serious consideration by all those
currently in survivor mode: DVD is
changing the industry at all levels. As the
rate of home DVD penetration increases
across the globe, so concomitantly will
demand for this form of release will continue
to accelerate. Good news for old releases is

all that is out on video today will get
repurchased once more by those who want a
new value added quality from the DVD
medium. This factor of reaping the market
once again creates a new source of hyper
cash flow mitigated only by the decline in
the Home Video market. 
Globally the world wide -web is the biggest
threat to industry economics as well as it
greatest new business opportunity in terms of
marketing and future delivery systems. A
Napster-type phenomenon affecting the music
business is set to hit the film business as home
penetration of user-friendly technology
streaming for films comes more to fruition. 
All of the above impact the film industries key
economics, and out of such change comes the
potential for new business models that
independents can exploit. Survivors will
explore that while times are tough, a big part of
the angst has been created by the macro
economic plays of the majors. The out put
deals of big players and the boom in many
markets and local home grown products have
distorted what was economic reality. 

Economic reality in film business has
never been more important. Good
filmed entertainment product made well

at costs appropriate to the market potential will
be critical to this reality. Economic reality will
dominate the ability to source capital and those
who seek to mask such realities will be
increasingly penalized. Deals for co-roduction-
tax subsidies- tax shelter- investor equity- gap
equity- gap debt will only fly to the extent they
match the requirements of a new order of
economic reality reflective of the new climate
in the world’s capital markets. The Jack Ryan
survivor will use and develop new weapons to
address this climate and exploit the new market
postures of the majors. 
We predict that co-financing between-
linkage of majors via co productions
designed to meet the needs of the global
market place will be a strategy that continues
to grow. The majors have little choice under
new economic imperatives that requires
them to minimize the costs of acquiring
quality-filmed entertainment for distribution.
Out sourcing product for the majors will
become increasingly attractive as SAG -
Global Rule One comes to the fore in
relation to over blown cost structures for
American on shore production economics.
The first new agreement with a foreign union
coming in the SAG-Australian & New
Zealand Agreement will see independent co-
productions proceeding on favored terms
compared to in-house US product in terms of
union rates and residual requirements. Again
there is cause for optimism as independents

can by becoming out sourced providers of
filmed entertainment product accessing
lower cost structures than the majors as well
as tax subsidies now available for
international co-production. The flow of
deals now relying on such incentives is quite
impressive and it is as usual the majors
breaking the ground. Cash strapped MGM
leading the way from Die Another Day in
Iceland to the first test case through the
Australian 12.5% cash grant system- The
Crocodile Hunter.  
The real difference in mentality in relation to
market economics we predict will come from the
realization that bad deals will and should die.
The boom in independent film production
sourced from local self-interested national film
bodies has to face the global film market reality
that such films without the filter of better
economics will mostly regardless of merit fail. A
reality that requires that no filmed entertainment
should ever be contemplated without sufficient
resources to meet all production and release
costs from inception. Survivors clawing their
way back to economic viability will seek to set
windows in multiple markets, cross funding
them to source industry capital and to then use
the supplement by the benefit of tax incentives. 
Every filmed entertainment product has an
optimal production cost relative to the
economic potential inherent in its nature
and contained in the essence of any
commercial arrangements surrounding it.
The art of survival in 2002 and 2003 will
require those at the front line to be
conscious of what optimal production cost
relative to each film is and to sustain an
ability to face the economic realism in play
in each deal. 

Survivors will have to meet the standards
of investment grade securities in deal
making in terms of nature of what is

offered. Repeats of the gap equity and
shortfall insurance debacles can only further
damage the ability of the independent film
industry to create a viable capital market for
filmed entertainment. The clock as we said in
this most unique and special of businesses
always returns to twelve, and it is true- there
is a time for every season.
A regular contributor The Business of Film
Timothy C. Driver is the  author of “In Facing
A clear & Present Danger Are  We Equal to
The Sum of All Fears” contact  Timothy C.
Driver at filmhere@qldnet.com.au
Research assistance and collaboration by
Brett Thornquest of Money Penny Services Pty.
Additional written  material and  edit of
“In Facing A Clear & Present  Danger Are
We Equal To the Sum of All Fears” by
Elspeth Tavares of The Business Of Film.
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S E P T / O C T O B E R
SEPTEMBER 20 - OCTOBER 13, 2002
Gross figures are in US$

*total number of weeks on release is in parentheses

1.   Signs 14,154,701 4(5) 440/431/426/392 9,375/6,765/4,962/3,305

2.   My Big Fat Greek Wedding 12,609,535 4 341/342/350 6,847/7,294/6,358/5,400

3.   Road To Perdition 7,605,844 4 32/369/375/372 12,443/5,548/4,528/3,049

4.   Lilo & Stitch 5,835,607 2 280/383 8,488/7,630

5.   Red Dragon 4,961,768 1 428 11,593

6.   The Bourne Identity 4,364,010 4(6) 404/342/250/143 3,298/2,605/1,930/1,787

7.   My Little Eye 2,802,158 2 255/264 5,167/3,144

8.   Van Wilder 2,647,223 3 339/329/216 3,242/1,771/1,096

9.   One Hour Photo 1,530,498 2 190/190 3,469/2,554

10. Boat Trip 1,307,393 2 256/243 2,604/1,482

LONDON BOX OFFICE ANALYSIS

The chart shows the grosses, number of screens and screen averages of the top films on release in the UK in the period September 20 - October 13, 2002. By showing

the per screen average over the course of its run, the chart shows, for example, that One Hour Photo was taking more per screen on fewer screens than Boat Trip

or that My Big Fat Greek Wedding had a higher screen average after four weeks of release than Van Wilder after two.

WEEKS IN SCREENS OVER PER SCREEN
FILM TOTAL GROSS SURVEY* MONTH ON RELEASE AVERAGE OVER MONTH

Monitor

S E P T / O C T O B E R

“My Big Fat
Greek Wedding”
Doing good
business
On release 
in the UK
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